Twelfth Session, Commencing at 11.30 am

BYZANTINE SILVER & BRONZE
part

3338*
Anastasius I, (A.D. 491-518), follis (large module), issued
512-517, Constantinople mint, obv. diademed draped bust
to r., DN ANASTA SIVS AVC, rev. M over mintmark, CON,
Officina A, B, Γ and Δ, (S.19, DOC 23a, b, d, f); another
issued 517-518, Constantinople mint obv. similar, rev. M
and officina E dots above and below stars, (S.21, DOC 23l).
One with dirt encrustation, otherwise fine - very fine, with
collector envelopes. (5)
$120

3336*
Anastasius I, (A.D. 491-518), follis (small module), issued
498-507, Constantinople mint, obv. diademed draped bust
to r., DN ANASTA SIVS AVC, rev. M over mintmark, CON,
no stars or officina, (S.14, DOC 16); another half follis issued
498-507, Constantinople mint, obv. similar, rev. K cross
behind, no stars or officina, (S.23, DOC 18). Very fine; nearly
very fine, with collector envelopes, scarce. (2)
$120

3339*
Justin I, (A.D. 518-527), follis (large module), issued 518522, Constantinople mint, obv. diademed draped bust to r.,
DN IVSTI NVS AVC, rev. M over mintmark, CON, stars
either side, Officina B, (S.62, DOC 8b); another half follis
issued 518-522, Constantinople mint, obv. similar, rev. K
cross behind, Officina Δ, (S.68, DOC 14b). Very fine; fine/
very fine, with collector envelopes, scarce. (2)
$120

part

3337*
Anastasius I, (A.D. 491-518), follis (small module), issued
498-512, Constantinople mint and Nicomedia mint, obv.
diademed draped bust to r., rev. M over mintmark, (S.14,
16, 18, 18A, 34 [2], DOC. 16, 20d, 20f, -, 34), half follis
issued 498-512, Constantinople mint (illustrated) and
Nicomedia mint, rev. K and cross, plain (2), with stars (1)
and Officina A, NI either side of cross, (S.23, 24, 38, DOC.
18, 21, 31), decanummium, I with CONCORD reverse
(S.26, DOC 19). Several with additional countermarks and
hoard patina, otherwise very good - nearly very fine and
mostly scarce. (11)
$120

part

3340*
Justin I, (A.D. 518-527), follis (large module), issued 518522, Constantinople mint, obv. diademed draped bust to r.,
DN IVSTI NVS AVC, rev. M over mintmark, CON, stars
either side, Officina A, B, Δ, E; (S.62, DOC 8a, 8b, d, e);
another follis issued 522-527, Constantinople mint, obv.
similar, rev. M cross above and on right, star left, Officina
Γ?, overstruck on an earlier issue, (S.63, DOC 10b). Several
with dirt or hoard patination, otherwise very good - very
fine, with collector envelopes, scarce. (5)
$120

Lot 3338 part
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3344*
Basil II & Constantine VII, period of (976-1025/8), copper
Follis (8.67 gm), Anonymous Class A2, Constantinople
mint, obv. Nimbate facing bust of Christ, raising hand in
benediction and holding Gospels, cross and pellets in nimbus,
traces of +EMMA NOVHA, rev. four-line legend, diamond
and lines each side below legend, (S.1813, DOC III A2.14,
R.1929, BMC 19). Portrait worn, otherwise very fine.
$100

part

3341*
Justinian I, (A.D. 527-565), copper follis (large module),
issued 527-537, Constantinople mint, obv. diademed draped
bust to r., DN IVSTIINI ANVS AVC, rev. M over mintmark,
CON, star and cross either side, Officina A, Γ, another
with star and crescent either side officina E; (S.158, 162,
DOC 28a, 28d, 32); another follis issued 527-537, Antioch
mint, obv. similar, rev. M cross above and stars either side
+THEUPO+ in exergue, Officina A, (S.216, DOC 210a).
Several with some dirt or hoard patination, otherwise very
good - very fine, with collector envelopes, scarce. (4)
$120

3345*
Basil II & Constantine VIII, period of (1025-1028), copper
Follis (10.20 gm), Anonymous Class A3. Constantinople
mint, obv. Nimbate facing bust of Christ, raising hand in
benediction and holding Gospels, square and pellets in
nimbus, +EMMA NOVHA, rev. four-line legend, square
below legend, (S.1818, DOC III A2.47 [DOC does not
recognise A3], R.1974, BMC 4-6 [Romanus III]). Portrait
very fine, slightly off centre reverse, otherwise good very
fine.
$100

3342
Leo VI, (A.D. 886-912) with Alexander, AE follis,
Constantinople mint, (6.70 grams), obv. Leo VI and
Alexander seated facing, legend around, rev. legend in four
lines naming Leo and Alexander, (S.1730 [œ40 VF], DOC
6, BMC 11-2, R.1875); another with Basil I (A.D.867-886)
with Constantine, issued 868-870, uncertain provincial mint,
(5.664 grams), obv. two busts facing Basil and Constantine,
rev. five lines of legend, (S.1721 [œ35 VF], DOC 8, BMC
11-16, R.1861). First cleaned, second with hoard patination,
weak in places as usual, otherwise fine - very fine and scarce.
(2)
$60

3346*
Romanus III, period of (1030/35-1042), copper Follis
(15.47 gm), Anonymous Class B. Constantinople mint, obv.
Nimbate facing bust of Christ, raising hand in benediction
and holding Gospels, square in nimbus, +EMMA NOVHA,
rev. three-line legend, cross on base and two steps, pellet
below steps, (S.1823, DOC III B [p.676-7], R.1977, BMC 615 [Michael IV]). Portrait very fine, very large flan, otherwise
good very fine or better.
$100

3343*
John I, period of (969-976), copper Follis (7.27 gm),
Anonymous Class A1. Constantinople mint, obv. Nimbate
facing bust of Christ, raising hand in benediction and holding
Gospels, pellets in nimbus, traces of +EMMA NOVHA, rev.
four-line legend, no ornaments below, (S.1793, DOC III
A1.1-5, R.-, BMC 31-36). Portrait extremely fine, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$200
This and the next few lots come from a fine collection of the best obtainable
pieces of the series of Anonymous issues classes A (969-976) to J (c.10801085).

3347*
Michael IV, period of (1042-1050), copper Follis (10.20 gm),
Anonymous Class C, Constantinople mint, obv. three quarter
length figure of the facing Christ, raising hand in benediction
and holding Gospels, pellet in nimbus, +EMMA NOVHA,
rev. jewelled cross with pellet at ends IC-XC/NI-KA within
angles, (S.1825, DOC III C [p.681-4], R.1998ff, BMC 6-16
[Theodora]). Well centred flan, very fine.
$100
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3351*
Alexius I, period of (1081-1092), copper Follis (5.89 gm),
Anonymous Class J, Constantinople mint, obv. Bust of
Christ facing, with right hand raised hand in benediction
and holding scroll, pellets in nimbus, IC XC across, rev.
Latin cross with pellets either side and around, large crescent
below, (S.1900, DOC III J [p.700-1], R.2499, BMC p.554
[Crusaders]). Well centred, good portrait, rough surface,
otherwise very fine.
$100

3348*
Constantine IX, period of (1050-1060), copper Follis (10.14
gm), Anonymous Class D, Constantinople mint, obv. Seated
figure of Christ, on square backed throne raising hand in
benediction and holding Gospels, pellet in nimbus, IC XC
across, rev. three lined inscription, ISXS / bASILE/ bASIL,
cross above crescent below, (S.1836, DOC III D [p.685-7],
R.2015ff, BMC 10-17 [Constantine X]). Well centred flan,
green patina, good very fine.
$100

3352
Anonymous Byzantine and named issues, AE folles, from
Heraclius (S.833), Romanus I (S.1760), Constantine X
(S.1854), Michael VII (S.1878), Manuel I trachy, anonymous
issues John I - Alexius I, generally obv. Christ, rev. legends etc.
includes, (S.1793, 1813, 1823), etc. With dirt encrustation
as hoard patina, very good - very fine. (32)
$250
Ex hoard finds with original patina, some with overstrikes and vastly
improvable with conservation.

ISLAMIC AND MEDIEVAL

3349*
Romanus IV, period of (1065-1070), copper Follis (7.37
gm), Anonymous Class G, Constantinople mint, obv. Bust
of Christ facing, with right hand raised hand in benediction
and holding scroll, pellet in nimbus, IC XC across, rev.
Facing bust of the Virgin Mary with nimbus, to left and
right monograms, (S.1867, DOC III G [p.692-4], R.1991-3,
BMC 19-25 [Constantine IX]). Well centred, portraits weak,
otherwise good very fine.
$100

3353*
Arab-Sassanian prototype issue, Khusru II (A.D. 590 - 627),
silver drachm or dirhem, (4.06 grams), Darabgird mint, dated
year 31 (A.D. 621), with word "praise" in outer margin, (cf.
Walker alpha [p.2] Plate I, alpha; cf.M.21; Sellwood type 62;
Gobl 214). As struck, good extremely fine and very scarce.
$150
The typical Sassanian bust of this coin became the standard bust type of
Islamic drachms with governor's names. This type with the additional word in
the outer frame also becomes the model adopted by the Umaiyad Governors
using this Sassanian coinage model for these issues.

3350*
Nicopheros IV, period of (1075-1080), copper Follis (5.42
gm), Anonymous Class I, Constantinople mint, obv. Bust of
Christ facing, with right hand raised hand in benediction and
holding scroll, pellet in nimbus, IC XC across, rev. Latin cross
with X in centre. pellets either side, floral ornament below,
crescents above, (S.1889, DOC III I [p.696-9], R.2493-6,
BMC p.554 [Ist Crusade]). Well centred, portrait weak,
otherwise very fine.
$100

3354
Umayyad Caliphate, Hisham, (A.H. 105-125) (A.D. 724743), silver anonymous dirham, Wasit mint (on Euphrates
river), A.H. 124 = A.D. 741-2, (A.137, cf.M.61, BMC 206,
W. 576). Full flan, good very fine.
$60
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 4064).

3355*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Mahdi, (A.H. 158-169) (A.D. 775785), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 165 = A.D. 781-782, (A.214,
M.156-7). Field scratch, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$280
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3356*
Ghaznavids, Mahmud ibn Sabuktakin, (A.H. 388-421) (A.D.
998-1030), gold dinar, Herat mint, struck in better coloured
gold, A.H. 407 = A.D. 1016-1017, (A.1607, cf.M.758).
Weak in places, otherwise good fine and rare.
$150

part

3359*
Timurid, Shahrukh, (A.H. 807-850) (A.D. 1405-1447), silver
quarter tanka, Herat mint, not dated, (1.22 grams), (A.2407);
copper fals or adliya, Bukhara mint, partial date 932 = 1429
AD, (6.29 grams) (A.2409); silver tanka, Sultaniyah mint,
c.A.H. 840 = A.D. 1436-7, but date off flan, (5.07 grams)
(A.2405, cf.M.1929), another Tabriz mint, date off flan,
(5.06 grams) (A.2405); Sultan Mahmud, (A.H. 873-900)
(A.D. 1465-1495), post-reform period, Hisar mint, (4.77
grams), year 897 = 1492, (illustrated) (A.2454.2, notes as
Rare). Fine - very fine, last rare. (5)
$120

Ex Steve Album with his packet.

part

3357*
Khwarizmshahs, 'Ala al-Din Muhammad, (A.H. 596-617)
(A.D.1200-1220), silver dirham, probably Davar mint, not
dated, inscription inside square within circle, (5.22 grams),
(A.1718); Jalayrid, Shaykh Oweys ibn Hasan Buzurg,
(A.H. 757-776) (A.D. 1356-1374), silver dinar, Baghdad
mint uncertain date (c.762-773), (2.12 grams), (A.2298.2,
cf.M.1738); Jalal al din (Sultan) Husayn I ibn Oweys, (A.H.
776-784) (A.D. 1374-1382), silver dinar, Baghdad mint,
(2.76 grams), issued from 777-783, (A.2306.3); Ilkhans,
(Mongols of Persia), Abu Sa`id, (A.H. 716-736) (A.D. 13161335), silver two dirhams, type F, Tabriz mint, dated 725
(AD 1325), (3.59 grams) (illustrated) (A.2210); Tunisia,
Ottoman, Mahmud I (A.H.1143-1168, A.D. 1730-1754),
(1.16 grams), silver Kharub, year 1167 =1753-4, (illustrated)
(KM.46). Fine - extremely fine and several scarce. (5)
$120

3360*
Antioch, Bohemond III, majority (1163-1201), billon helmet
deniers, obv. +BOAMUNDUS, helmeted head left, between
crescent and star, rev. +ANTIOCHIA, cross pattee with
crescent in first angle, Class B (cf. MPS 65-70a [pp.214216], Metcalf 368-371, 377-391, [Pls.16]). Very fine or
better. (2)
$120

The Jalayrids ruled in part of Iran from A.D. 1335-1432 and maintained
separate coinage for their territories in the northwest, monetarily tied to
Tabriz and in Iraq (including Khuzistan), where the Baghdad currency was
used. At times the Jalayrid rulers were recognised in parts of the Muzaffarid
lands (which used the Shirazi currency). Jalayrid coins struck in the Shirazi
currency zone conform to the Shirazi weight standards. The Jalayrids were
driven out by Timur in 1393, but staged a brief recovery, mainly in southern
Iraq and Khuzistan after his death in 1404.

3361*
Tripoli, Bohemond VI (1251-1275), AR half gros, obv.
+BOEMVNDVS: COMES, cross in pierced quatrefoil, rev.
+CIVITAS:TRIPOLI, dots between letters, eight pointed star
in tressure of arcs (MPS 23 [p.174], Metcalf 495-496 [Pl.20]).
Lightly toned, good very fine, very scarce.
$200

3358*
Ilkanids (Mongols of Persia), Local Coinage, First Period,
Abaqa, (A.H. 665-680) (A.D. 1265-1282), gold dinar,
Yazd mint, (2.90 grams), issued A.H. 6[79] (A.D. 12801), (A.2126.1, M.-). Large and thin flan weak in places,
otherwise very fine and very rare, with ticket.
$280
Ex Iran Hoard, c.1965 where some 100 similar coins were present in the
hoard.
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3365*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 or later B.C.), silver hemidrachm,
(1.88 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, line border, rev. star
ornament of six petals within incuse triangle, (cf.3516, BMC
-, Karwiese Series IIIA-22 [p.197], Traite -). Hoard patina,
otherwise very fine and very rare, unpublished in standard
references.
$250

3362*
Principality of Achaea, William of Villehardouin (12451278) and successors, Charles I (1278-1285) Charles II of
Anjou (1285-1289) and Isabelle of Villehardouin (12971301), billon deniers tournoises, Clarentza mint, obv. G.
PRINCE ACh or variants for each ruler, cross patt‚e rev. DE
CLARENTIA or var. Chƒtel tournois, (MPS 8 [p.358 and
onwards], Metcalf 922, 942, 962). Very fine, the Charles I
- II denier is scarce. (3)
$180

Ex Jean Elsen, Sale 67 (lot 234).

3366*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 or later B.C.), silver hemidrachm,
(1.86 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, line border, rev. star
ornament of six petals within incuse triangle, (cf.3516, BMC
-, Karwiese Series IIIA-22 [p.197], Traite -). Hoard patina,
otherwise very fine and very rare, unpublished in standard
references.
$250

This extensive series identifies each ruler with different obverse inscriptions
with abreviation of each rulers name.

Ex Jean Elsen list 222 No.60 October, 2000.

3367*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 or later B.C.), silver hemidrachm,
(1.49 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, line border, rev. star
ornament of six petals within incuse triangle, (cf.3516, BMC
-, Karwiese Series IIIA-22 [p.197], Traite -). Good fine/fine
and very rare, unpublished in standard references.
$200

3363*
Principality of Achaea, Philip of Savoy (1301-1306) and
successors, Philip or Taranto (1306-1313), Maud or Mahaut
of Hainault (1316-1321), billon deniers tournoises, obv. Ph'S.
D. SAB.P.AChE or var., cross patt‚e rev. DE CLARENCIA or
var. Chƒtel tournois, (MPS 18 [p.362 and onwards], Metcalf
973, 979, 1005). Good fine to very fine. (3)
$180

3368*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 or later B.C.), silver diobol, (0.95
grams) and a hemiobol (0.32 grams), obv. bee with tendrils,
line border, rev. partial star ornament within incuse square
for diobol and star ornament within incuse square, for second
coin, (cf.S.3516, BMC -, Karwiese Series IIIA-24 and 21
[p.197-8], cf.SNG Turkey 116-7, Traite -). Hoard patina,
otherwise fine and very rare, both unpublished in standard
references. (2)
$200

See note above.

The Rodney Sell Collection of the Bees of Artemis

Ephesus

Ex Henry Delger December 1999 and Mediterranean Coins, Europe, October
2004 for the second coin.

3369
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500 - 420 B.C.), silver hemidrachm (1.576
grams); obol, (0.446 grams), silver hemiobols, (0.190,
0.262, 0.270, 0.294 grams) and quarter obols (0.090, 0.084
grams), obv. bee, curved wings, most with no border, rev.
quadripartite incuse square for first two, all fractional obols
with eight pointed star with central pellet one hemiobol
crude incuse square, (cf.S.3516, BMC -, Karwiese Series III,
[p.160-1 and Plate 21], SNG Turkey 135-137, Traite -). Very
good - good fine and rare, several unpublished in standard
references. (8)
$250

3364*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 or later B.C.), silver hemidrachm,
(1.66 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, line border, rev. star
ornament within incuse square, (cf.3516, BMC -, Karwiese
Series IIIA-21, cf.SNG Turkey 116-7, Traite 1870 [Pl.CLII,
16]). Hoard patina, otherwise very fine and very rare,
unpublished in standard references.
$250

First coin from Walter Holt January 2000.

Ex Classical Numismatic Group from their web site with their ticket.
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3375
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols or
1/48th stater, (0.152, 0.156, 0.162, 0.168, 0.188, 0.202,
0.208, 0.210, 0.212, 0.214, 0.226, 0.238 grams), obv. bee,
curved or straight wings, most with no border, rev. eagle head
to left or right with partial or full ethnic E Φ, (S.-, BMC 24,
Karwiese Group IV, types I (3), II (4), III, IV (2), V (2), SNG
von Aulock 7816, SNG Cop. 211, SNG Turkey 126-134,
Traite 1871). Very good - good fine and rare. (12)
$400

part

3370*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver obols, (0.578,
0.522, 0.464 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, no border coiled
tendrils (volutes) or ethnic, rev. crude incuse square, (cf.
S.3516, BMC -, Karwiese Series III-8 to 18 [p.161 and Plate
2], SNG Turkey -, Traite -). Fine - very fine and rare. (3)
$200

3376
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols or
1/48th stater, (0.112 (fragment), 0.144, 0.146, 0.152, 0.166,
0.180, 0.184, 0.188, 0.192, 0.200, 0.204, 0.218 grams), obv.
bee, curved or straight wings, some with dotted border, rev.
eagle head to right or left with full partial or full ethnic E Φ,
(S.-, BMC 24, Karwiese Group IV, types I, II (7), III, V (3),
SNG Cop. 211, SNG Turkey 126-130, 134, cf.Traite 1871).
Fair - very fine and scarce. (12)
$400

Ex Jean Elsen Sale 59 September 1999 (lot 124) for second coin, others from
Mediterranean Coins, Europe.

part

3371*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 or later B.C.), silver obols, (0.484,
0.390, 0.360, grams) and silver hemiobols, (0.242, 0.204
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, no border, rev. crude incuse
square, another similar (0.194 grams) with obv. uncertain
but similar to the famous conical stone (unpublished?), (cf.
S.3516, BMC -, Karwiese Series III-8-12, and 1 to 4 [p.160
and 161], cf.SNG Turkey 115, Traite -). Fine - very fine and
very rare, all unpublished in standard references. (5)
$280

3377
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols or
1/48th stater, (0.160 (2), 0.166, 0.184, 0.186, 0.192, 0.196
(2), 0.200, 0.206, 0.218, 0.220 grams), obv. bee, curved or
straight wings, some with dotted border, rev. eagle head to
right or left with full partial or full ethnic E Φ, (S.-, BMC
24, Karwiese Group IV, types I (4), II, III, IV, V (4), , SNG
Cop. 211, SNG Turkey 126-134, cf.Traite 1871). Fair - very
fine and scarce. (12)
$400

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe for first two coins, second and last
illustrated.

3372
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 or later B.C.), silver obols, (0.530,
0.412, grams) and silver hemiobols, (0.142, 0.160, 0.178
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, no border [second hemiobol
with border], rev. crude incuse square, several with
quadripartite within, (cf.S.3516, BMC -, Karwiese Series
III 1-4, 8-14 [p.160-1 and Plate 21], cf.SNG Turkey 115,
Traite -); another Kolpohon, (c.late 6th century B.C.) silver
fraction (0.192 grams), obv. head left, rev. incuse square,
(S.-). Very good - good fine and rare, all unpublished in
standard references. (6)
$250

3378
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols or
1/48th stater, (0.148, 0.150, 0.168, 0.182, 0.184, 0.188,
0.190, 0.192, 0.198, 0.200, 0.214, 0.216 grams), obv. bee,
curved or straight wings, some with dotted border, rev. eagle
head to right or left with full partial or full ethnic E Φ, (S.-,
BMC 24, Karwiese Group IV, types I (2), II (4), III (2), V (4),
SNG Cop. 211, SNG Turkey 126-130, 134, cf.Traite 1871).
Fair - very fine and scarce. (12)
$400

3373*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols or
1/48th stater, (0.220 grams), obv. bee, curved wings, E and
Φ on type V, and with dotted border, rev. eagle head to right
with ethnic E Φ not struck up, (S.-, BMC 24, Karwiese Group
IV, type V, cf.SNG Cop. 211, SNG Turkey 134, cf.Traite
1871). Very fine and scarce.
$100

3379
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols or
1/48th stater, (0.130, 0.166, 0.180, 0.184, 0.186, 0.192,
0.194, 0.198, 0.206, 0.218, 0.232, 0.236 grams), obv. bee,
curved or straight wings, some with dotted border, rev. eagle
head to right or left with full partial or full ethnic E Φ, (S.-,
BMC 24, Karwiese Group IV, types I (2), II (7), III, V (2),
SNG Cop. 211, SNG Turkey 126-130, 134, cf.Traite 1871).
Fair - very fine and scarce. (12)
$400

Ex Classical Numismatic Group Electronic Auction No.140, (lot 50).

Ex Jean Elsen for the last coin Sale 57 March 1999 (lot 1367), other coins
from Mediterranean Coins, Europe.

3380
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver hemiobol (0.384
grams), obv. bee, rev. rough incuse square (S.-, Karwiese
Group III, No.6); silver quarter obols or 1/48th stater, (0.160,
0.162, 0.170, 0.198 (2), 0.202, 0.204, 0.214, 0.220, 0.224,
0.228 grams), obv. bee, curved or straight wings, some with
dotted border, rev. eagle head to right or left with full partial
or full ethnic E Φ, (S.-, BMC 24, Karwiese Group IV, types
I, II (7), III, uncertain (2), SNG Cop. 211, SNG Turkey 126130, cf.Traite 1871). Fair - very fine and scarce. (12)
$400

3374*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols or
1/48th stater, (0.148, 0.206 grams), obv. bee, curved or
straight wings, E and Φ on type V, and that dotted border,
rev. eagle head to right with full ethnic E Φ, (S.-, BMC 24,
Karwiese Group IV, types II and V, SNG Cop. 211, SNG
Turkey 126-9, 134, cf.Traite 1871). Very fine, scarce. (2)
$120
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 63 (lot 3563) and the second coin from Jean
Elsen Sale 56 (lot 193).

Ex Jean Elsen for the first coin Sale 56 (lot 191).
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3381
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols or
1/48th stater, (0.162, 0.184 (2), 0.186, 0.192, 0.194 (2),
0.200, 0.208, 0.212 grams), obv. bee, curved or straight
wings, some with dotted border, rev. eagle head to right or left
with full partial or full ethnic E Φ, (S.-, BMC 24, Karwiese
Group IV, types II, III, IV (3), V (5), SNG Cop. 211, SNG
Turkey 126-129, 131-134, cf.Traite 1871). Fair - very fine
and scarce. (10)
$350

3386*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.316 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, curved wings,
volutes, no ethnic, rev. crude incuse square, with a trace of
a quadripartite lines (cf.S.3516, BMC -, cf.SNG Von Aulock
1824, Karwiese Group VI Series 1A-18 (p.172 and Plate 3],
SNG Berry 1062, SNG Turkey 113, Traite -). Small dumpy
flan, bright very fine and rare.
$150

3382
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver quarter obols
or 1/48th stater, (0.162, 0.180, 0.182 (2), 0.186, 0.192,
0.196, 0.198, 0.216, 0.224, 0.252 grams), obv. bee, curved
or straight wings, most with no border, rev. eagle head to
left or right with no or partial or full ethnic E Φ, (S.-, BMC
24, Karwiese Group IV, types I (4), II (4), III, IV, V, SNG
von Aulock 7816, SNG Cop. 211, SNG Turkey 126-134,
Traite 1871); together with Caria, uncertain mint, (5th
century B.C.), silver hemiobol, (0.182 grams), obv. forepart
of lion to left, rev. bird (quail) within incuse square to left,
(S.-, SNG Berry II 1046 [Asia Minor uncertain], SNG Von
Aulock 7808, SNG Finland II, 927). Very good - very fine
and rare. (12)
$400

Ex CNG Electronic Auction 140, (lot 51).

part

3387*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.316, grams) (illustrated), obv. bee curved wings, coiled
tendrils (volutes), no ethnic, dotted border, rev. crude incuse
square, with quadripartite lines, diobols (0.992, 1.042
(illustrated), 1.080 grams), (cf.S.3516, cf.SNG Von Aulock
1824, Karwiese Group VI Series 1A-1ff, 1B-15, (p.172, 174
and Plate 3], cf.SNG Turkey 114, cf.SNG Sweden I, 461,
Traite -). Fine - very fine and rare. (4)
$400
Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe for first and third diobol in August 2000
and April 2000, and Walter Holt for the drachm in January 2000.

3383*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.330 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, no border coiled
tendrils (volutes) or ethnic, rev. crude incuse square, (cf.
S.3516, BMC -, Karwiese Series V-19 [p.169 and Plate 3],
SNG Turkey 114, Traite -). Very fine and rare.
$200

3388*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.330 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, no border coiled
tendrils (volutes) or ethnic, rev. crude incuse square, with
a trace of a quadripartite lines (cf.S.3516, BMC -, cf.SNG
Von Aulock 1824, Karwiese Group VI Series 1B-15 (p.175
and Plate 3], SNG Turkey 114, Traite -). Nearly very fine
and rare.
$150

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe.

3384
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver hemidrachms,
(1.562, 1.596 grams), obv. bee without tendrils, curved
wings, no ethnic, rev. crude incuse square, without trace of
quadripartite lines, another diobol, (1.006 grams) similar
with clearer quadripartite lines, (cf.S.3516, BMC -, Karwiese
Group V 1-2, VIA-4 [p.169, 172 and Plate 3], SNG Turkey
-, Traite -). Very good - nearly very fine, mostly rare. (3)
$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 62 (lot 1899).

3385
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.546 - 500 B.C.), silver diobol (0.994
grams), silver obols, (0.576 and 0.476, grams) and hemiobol,
(0.218 grams), obv. bee without letters or border, rev.
quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.3516, BMC -, cf.Karwiese
Series VI Type 1A 1-7 (obol), [p.172 and 161], cf.SNG
Turkey 115, Traite -). Fine - very fine and very rare, all
unpublished in standard references. (4)
$200

3389*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.356 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, coiled tendrils
(volutes), no ethnic, dotted border, rev. crude incuse square,
with a trace of a quadripartite lines, another (3.450 grams)
with reverse of clear quadripartite lines, (cf.S.3516, BMC -,
cf.SNG Von Aulock 1824, Karwiese Group VI Series 1B-15
and 6 (p.174-5 and Plate 3], SNG Turkey 114, SNG Sweden
I, 461, Traite -). Nearly very fine and rare. (2)
$250
Ex Walter Holt, Sydney.
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3394
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachms,
(3.268, 3.096, 2.454 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, coiled
tendrils (volutes), no ethnic, dotted border, rev. crude incuse
square, with some quadripartite lines, (cf.S.3516, BMC -,
cf.SNG Von Aulock 1824, cf.Karwiese Group VI Series 1B
(p.174-5 and Plate 3], SNG Turkey 114, SNG Sweden I, 461,
Traite -). Very good - nearly very fine, first two struck from
rusty dies, all scarce. (3)
$350

3390*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.440 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, coiled tendrils
(volutes), no ethnic, dotted border, rev. crude incuse square,
with a trace of a quadripartite lines, another (3.440 grams)
similar with clearer quadripartite lines, (cf.S.3516, BMC -,
cf.SNG Von Aulock 1824, Karwiese Group VI Series 1B-15
and 4 (p.174-5 and Plate 3], SNG Turkey 114, SNG Sweden
I, 461, Traite -). Very fine and rare. (2)
$300

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe.

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, January 2002.

part

3395*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (1.542
grams) straight wings, silver drachm (3.300 grams) curved
wings (illustrated), another (3.404 grams) (illustrated), obv.
bee, E Φ across, curved wings, rev. quadripartite incuse
square, another similar (2.976 grams) straignt wings (cf.
S.4360, Karwiese Group VI Series 1B, 6-7; 2A 13 and 25
[p.174-7 and Plate 4], cf.SNG Turkey 119-121, cf.Traite
1866). Fine - very fine several rare. (4)
$400

3391*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.288 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, coiled tendrils
(volutes), no ethnic, dotted border, rev. crude incuse square,
with a trace of a quadripartite lines, another (3.204 grams)
similar with clearer quadripartite lines, (cf.S.3516, BMC -,
cf.SNG Von Aulock 1824, Karwiese Group VI Series 1B-15
and 4 (p.174-5 and Plate 3], SNG Turkey 114, SNG Sweden
I, 461, Traite -). Very fine and rare. (2)
$300

Ex Colin E. Pitchfork and Wayne Woolmer Collections, sold Noble
Numismatics Sale 34 (lot 1816) and previously from the Rauch Sale No.40
January 18, 1988 (lot 137) for the first coin. 1998 (lot 211) and other from
Jean Elsen in 1999.

part

3396*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (1.512
[illustrated], 1.412 grams), obv. bee, E [Φ] across, dotted
border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4360, BMC
7-9, SNG Von Aulock 1825-6, Karwiese Group VI Series
2A-13ff. (p.176 and Plate 4], cf.SNG Turkey 124 (diobol),
Traite 1868). Good fine and fair and rare. (2)
$120

3392*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachms,
(3.282, 3.614 grams), obv. bee, coiled tendrils (volutes), no
ethnic, dotted border, rev. crude incuse square, with a trace
of a quadripartite lines, another (3.300 grams) similar with
clearer quadripartite lines, (cf.S.3516, BMC -, cf.SNG Von
Aulock 1824, Karwiese Group VI Series 1B-15, 17 and 4
(p.174-5 and Plate 3], SNG Turkey 114, SNG Sweden I, 461,
Traite -). Very fine and rare. (3)
$400
Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe for first and last coins, August 1999, and
May 2000.

3397*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (1.800
grams), silver diobols (1.016, 1.068 grams), obv. bee, E Φ
across, curved wings, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.
S.4360, Karwiese Group VI Series 2A-14, 15ff [p.176 and
Plate 4], cf.SNG Turkey 120, 124, Traite 1868, 1869). Very
fine or better and rare. (3)
$400

3393*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 6th century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.184 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, no border coiled
tendrils (volutes) or ethnic, rev. crude incuse square, with a
trace of a quadripartite and other lines (cf.S.3516, BMC -,
cf.SNG Von Aulock 1824, Karwiese Group VI Series 1B-20
(Same reverse punch, p.175 and Plate 3], SNG Turkey 113,
Traite -). Fine/very fine and rare.
$150

Ex Jean Elsen, first from Sale 56 (lot 192), second Jean Elsen Sale 55 October
1998 (lot 211) and other from Jean Elsen in 1999.

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney.
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3402*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.240,
3.166, grams), obv. bee with tendrils, coiled tendrils (volutes),
no ethnic, dotted border, rev. crude incuse square, with a
clearer quadripartite lines, another a diobol similar (1.106
grams), (cf.S.3516, BMC -, cf.SNG Von Aulock 1824,
Karwiese Group VI Series 2A and 2B (p.176-8 and Plate 3],
SNG Turkey 120, 122, 124, SNG Cop. 208-9, Traite 1866).
First with dumpy flan, second with broad flan, fine or better
and scarce. (3)
$250

3398*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (1.714
grams), silver drachm (3.250 grams), obv. bee, E Φ across,
curved wings, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4360,
Karwiese Group VI Series 2A-14, 15ff [p.176 and Plate 4],
cf.SNG Turkey 120, 124, Traite 1868, 1869). Very fine and
rare. (2)
$300

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, January 2002.
Ex Colin E. Pitchfork and Wayne Woolmer Collections, sold Noble
Numismatics Sale 34 (lot 1816) and previously from the Rauch Sale No.40
January 18, 1988 (lot 137) for the first coin. 1998 (lot 211) and other from
Jean Elsen in 1999.

3403*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.382
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, coiled tendrils (volutes), E Φ
across, dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.
S.4360, BMC 7-9, SNG Von Aulock 1825-6, Karwiese Group
VI Series 2B-20 (p.178 and Plate 4], SNG Turkey 121-123,
Traite 1866). Cleaned, extremely fine and rare.
$400

3399*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.408
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, coiled tendrils (volutes), E Φ
across, dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.
S.4360, BMC 7-9, SNG Von Aulock 1825-6, Karwiese Group
VI Series 2A-21ff. (p.172 and Plate 4], SNG Turkey 119,
Traite 1866). Dumpy flan, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$300

Ex Classical Numismatic Group, Electronic Auction Sale 140, (lot 52).

3404
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500 - 420 B.C.), silver hemiobols, (0.216,
0.246, 0.262, 0.270 (2), 0.276 (2), 0.284 (2), 0.298, 0.300,
0.322 grams), obv. bee, curved wimgs, most with no border,
rev. with eight pointed star with central pellet, (cf.S.3516,
BMC -, SNG Turkey 135-136, Traite -). Very good - good
fine and rare. (12)
$300

Ex Vilmar Collectables, November 2002.

3400*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.314
grams), obv. bee, coiled volutes, E Φ across, dotted border,
rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4360, BMC 7-9, SNG
Von Aulock 1825-6, Karwiese Group VI Series 2A-21ff.
(p.172 and Plate 4], SNG Turkey 119, Traite 1866). Dumpy
flan, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$300

3405
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500 - 420 B.C.), silver hemiobols, (0.230,
0.234, 0.246, 0.262, 0.268, 0.276, 0.290, 0.300, 0.324,
0.332 grams), quarter obols (2), (0.082, 0.100 grams), obv.
bee, curved wimgs, most with no border, rev. with eight
pointed star with central pellet, (cf.S.3516, BMC -, SNG
Turkey 135-137, Traite -). Very good - good fine and rare.
(12)
$300

Ex Classical Numismatic Group, Auction Sale 53 (lot 454).

3401*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.500-480 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.220
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, coiled volutes, E (on angle)
- [Φ] across, dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square,
(cf.S.4360, BMC 7-9, SNG Von Aulock 1825-6, Karwiese
Group VI Series 2A-22. (p.172 and Plate 4], SNG Turkey
119, Traite 1866). Dumpy flan, nearly very fine and rare.
$200

3406*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.160
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, [ΕΦ] ΕΣΙ Ο Ν around, dotted
border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC
12-13, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867).
Dumpy flan, slightly off centred, good very fine, slightly
porous and rare.
$250

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, May 2000.

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney January 2000.
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3407*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.304
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, ΕΦ ΕΣΙ Ο [Ν] around, rev.
quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 12-13, SNG
Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Dumpy flan, very
fine and rare.
$200

3412*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.282
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, ΕΦ ΕΣΙ O N around, dotted
border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 1213, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Slightly
off centred, surface roughness, very fine and rare.
$150

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, January 2000.

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, July 2003.

3413*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.238
grams), obv. bee with curved wings and tendrils, traces of
ΕΦ ΕΣΙ O N around, dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse
square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 12-13, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey
140, Traite 1867). Very fine and very scarce.
$150

3408*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.282
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, ΕΦ ΕΣΙ Ο Ν around, dotted
border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 1213, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Slightly
off centred, very fine and rare.
$200

3414
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.292
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, ΕΦ [ΕΣΙ O] N around, dotted
border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 1213, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Dumpy
flan, off centred, nearly very fine and rare.
$150

Ex Classical Numismatic Auction Sale 66, May 2004 (lot 448).

Ex Civitas Galleries, Middletown, WI, USA with their ticket.

3409*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.230
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, ΕΦ [ΕΣΙ] Ο Ν around, dotted
border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 1213, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Dumpy
flan, off centred, nearly very fine and rare.
$200

3415*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.240,
3.090 3.060 grams), obv. bee with curved wings and
tendrils, traces of ΕΦ ΕΣΙ O N around, dotted border, rev.
quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 12-13, SNG
Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Very porous,
dumpy flan, first two from the same obverse die, last holed,
fine or better and scarce. (3)
$200

3410*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.226
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, ΕΦ ΕΣ[Ι O N] around, dotted
border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 1213, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Dumpy
flan, off centred, nearly very fine and rare.
$200

Ex Mediterranean Coins November and July 2003 and last June 2004.

3416
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.104,
3.256 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, traces of ΕΦ ΕΣΙ O
N around, dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square,
(cf.S.4361, BMC 12-13, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140,
Traite 1867). Second slightly off centred, fine. (2)
$200

3411*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.260
grams), obv. bee with tendrils, Ε[Φ ΕΣΙ] O N around, dotted
border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 1213, SNG Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Dumpy
flan, off centred, nearly very fine and rare.
$200

3417
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.480-450 B.C.), silver drachms, (3.306,
3.274, 3.120 grams), obv. bee with tendrils, portions of
ethnic visible ΕΦ ΕΣΙ O N around, dotted border, rev.
quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.4361, BMC 12-13, SNG
Cop. 210, SNG Turkey 140, Traite 1867). Last with some
surface porosity, otherwise fine or better, all scarce. (3)
$300
Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe in 2000.
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3418*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 5th century B.C.), silver didrachm,
(6.388 grams), obv. bee, curved wings, E and [Φ] across,
dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, quartered
by broad bands, (S.4364, BMC 14-15 (p.49), SNG Cop.
206, SNG Turkey 141-143, Traite 1865). Very fine, light in
weight and struck on a small flan, rare.
$500

3422*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 5th century - early 4th century B.C.),
silver didrachm, (7.414 grams), obv. bee, almost straight
wings, E Φ across, magistrate name below TIMAPXOΣ,
dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, quartered by
broad bands, (S.4364, BMC 16 (p.49), This Coin illustrated
in Hecatomnus Hoard illustrations but from the Pixodarus
Hoard [Pl.6, 5b] but also as noted from the Pixodarus Hoard
and illustrated in Hurter, Price Essays Pl.31, 7 This Coin],
cf.SNG Cop. 206, SNG Turkey 143, Head 3 [p.23, Pl.I, 17],
Traite 1872 [p.1092-4, Pl.CLII, fig 17]). Toned, good fine
and very rare.
$750

Ex Classical Numismatic Group.

Ex Walter Holt January 2000 and previously from the Pixodarus Hoard
(noted above).

3419*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 5th century B.C.), silver didrachm,
(7.396 grams), obv. bee, curved wings, E and Φ across,
dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, quartered
by broad bands, (S.4364, BMC 14-15 (p.49), SNG Cop.
206, SNG Turkey 141-143, Traite 1865). Very fine weak in
places and rare.
$1,000
Ex Classical Numismatic Group.

part

3423*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.5th - 4th century B.C.), silver hemidrachms,
(1.438, 1.230 grams), silver diobol (0.944 grams), silver obols
(0.556, 0.504 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight
wings, curved wings on diobols and obols, E Φ across, rev.
broad quadripartite incuse square, (S.4368, -, -, BMC 18-19,
-, -, SNG Cop. 207, -, -, SNG Turkey 247, -, -, SNG Finland
II, 210, -, -). Some surface roughness and hoard patination,
otherwise very good - good fine and all very scarce, the
diobols and obols unlisted in major references. (5)
$200

3420*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 5th century B.C.), silver didrachm,
(7.250 grams), obv. bee, curved wings, E and Φ across,
dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, quartered
by broad bands, (S.4364, BMC 14-15 (p.49), SNG Cop.
206, SNG Turkey 141-143, Traite 1865). Good fine, light
porosity and rare.
$750
Ex Classical Numismatic Group.

3424*
Ionia, Ephesos, (394-387 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.45
grams), issue 405-390 B.C. (Kinns chronology), obv. bee with
curved wings dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to
right, looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's
name traces of ΑΡΙΣΤΟΛΕΩΣ (Aristoleos) (cf.S.4371, Kinns
CH IX, Hecatomnus Hoard cf.No.37-41 [different obv. die],
magistrate noted in Münsterberg, BMC 27). Grey tone,
rough surface particularly on the reverse, otherwise very
fine/fine and rare.
$400

3421*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.late 5th century B.C.), silver didrachm,
(7.096 grams), obv. bee, curved wings, E and [Φ] across,
dotted border, rev. quadripartite incuse square, quartered by
broad bands, (S.4364, BMC 14-15 (p.49), SNG Cop. 206,
SNG Turkey 141-143, Traite 1865). Nearly very fine/fine,
some surface porosity and rare.
$600

Ex CNG Ebay sale 97174957.

Ex Jean Elsen, Sale 55, 19 September 1998 (lot 217) and previously from
Peus, Frankfurt, Auction Sale 288, October 1975 (lot 256) and and listed
as from the Jean Nivalle Collection No.11 in Jean Elsen Sale 52 December
13, 1997 (lot 11).
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3428*
Ionia, Ephesos, (394-387 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.24
grams), issue 405-390 B.C. (Kinns chronology), obv.
bee with curved wings dividing E - [Φ], rev. forepart of
kneeling stag to right, looking back, palm tree behind, to
right magistrate's name [T]YPIΛΛΟΣ (Tyrillos) (cf.S.4371,
Kinns CH IX, Hecatomnus Hoard No. 61-62 [obv.new die],
magistrate not noted in Münsterberg, Vienna 17099 [?] this
magistrate). Grey tone, off centred obverse, otherwise very
fine and very rare.
$700

3425*
Ionia, Ephesos, (394-387 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.40
grams), issue 405-390 B.C. (Kinns chronology), obv. bee with
curved wings dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to
right, looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's
name with traces of ΑΡΠΑΛΕ[ΟΣ] (Arpaleos) (cf.S.4371,
Kinns CH IX, Hecatomnus Hoard cf.No.45 [same obv. die],
magistrate not noted in Münsterberg). Grey tone, rough
surface particularly on the reverse, otherwise nearly very
fine/good fine and rare.
$400

Ex Spink America, December 7, 1999 (lot 640 illustrated).

Ex CNG Ebay sale 103266929.

3429*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.17
grams), issue late 4th century B.C., obv. bee with straight
wings dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
[Η]ΡΟΦΩ[Ν] (Erophon), (cf.S.4374, magistrate noted in
Münsterberg, cf.SNG Cop. 240 [different magistrate], BMC
-, SNG v.Aulock -). Dark tone, nearly extremely fine/very
fine and extremely rare, apparently unpublished.
$900

3426*
Ionia, Ephesos, (394-387 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.42
grams), issue 405-390 B.C. (Kinns chronology), obv. bee with
curved wings dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to
right, looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's
name ΔΗΜΗΤΡ[ΙΟΣ] (Demetrios) (cf.S.4371, Kinns CH IX,
Hecatomnus Hoard No. 33 [this magistrate, obv. new die],
magistrate noted in Münsterberg). Unusually heavy of rather
crude style and possibly a contemporary copy, otherwise
good fine and very rare.
$500

Ex Jean Elsen Sale 55 September 19, 1998 (lot 224) and previously Rauch
Vienna, Sale 43, 5-7 June 1989 (lot 362) and listed as from the Jean Nivalle
Collection No.23 in Jean Elsen Sale 52 December 13, 1997 (lot 23 and noted
with incorrect weight).

Ex Gerhard Hirsch, February, 2002, Sale 219 (illustrated).

3430*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.46 grams),
issue late 350-325 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings dividing
E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right, looking back,
palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name ΜΝΗΣΑΡΧΟΣ
(Mnesarchos), (cf.S.4374, magistrate noted in Münsterberg,
Kinns Class G or I, Traite 1885 [p.1106, Part II, Berlin
example], cf.SNG Cop. 240, BMC -, SNG v.Aulock -). Grey
tone, slightly off centred obverse, extremely fine/good very
fine and extremely rare, apparently unpublished.
$1,000

3427*
Ionia, Ephesos, (394-387 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.29
grams), issue 405-390 B.C. (Kinns chronology), obv. bee with
curved wings dividing E - [Φ], rev. forepart of kneeling stag
to right, looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's
name ΗΓΗΣΙΠΠΟΣ (Egesippos) (cf.S.4371, Kinns CH IX,
Hecatomnus Hoard No. 34 [same obv. die], magistrate not
noted in Münsterberg, cf.NFA 18.10.1990 [lot 756]). Grey
tone, rough surface, very fine and very rare.
$700

Ex Jean Elsen Sale 55, September 19, 1998 (lot 221) and previously M&M
Basel, February 1991. and listed as from the Jean Nivalle Collection No.19
Jean Elsen Sale 52, December 13 1997, (lot 19).

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney and Nomisma SPA, San Marino.
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3437*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.390 - 380 B.C.), silver trihemiobol, (0.748
grams), obv. bee, straight wings, E and Φ with no border,
rev. stag forepart to right, head to left with ethnic E Φ above,
(S.4376, BMC 54 [p.53], SNG Cop. 241, SNG Turkey 190192, Traite 1889). Very fine, light porosity, scarce.
$100

3431*
Ionia, Ephesos (390-330 B.C.), silver diobol, (1.010 grams),
obv. bee with straight wings, head separates E Φ rev. E Φ
above two stags' heads confronted, (S.4375, BMC 53 [p.53],
SNG Cop. 243, SNG Turkey 194-242, Traite 1886). Good
very fine and scarce.
$100

Ex Classical Numismatic group, Electronic Auction, October 2004, Sale
99 (lot 17).

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe.

3432
Ionia, Ephesos (387-295 B.C.), silver diobols, (0.792,
0.866, 0.914, 0.930, 0.986 grams), obv. bee with straight
wings, head separates E Φ, rev. E Φ above two stags' heads
confronted, (S.4375, BMC 53 [p.53], SNG Cop. 243, SNG
Turkey 194-242, Traite 1886). Fine - good fine and scarce.
(5)
$200

3438*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.390 - 380 B.C.), silver trihemiobols,
(0.734, 0.762 grams), obv. bee, straight wings, trace of E
and Φ with no border, rev. stag forepart to right, head to
left with some ethnic E Φ above, (S.4376, BMC 54 [p.53],
SNG Cop. 241, SNG Turkey 190-192, Traite 1889). Fine
- very fine, both slightly off centred, scarce. (2)
$160

3433
Ionia, Ephesos (387-295 B.C.), silver diobols, (0.938 (2),
0.998, 1.004, 1.020, 1.052 grams), obv. bee with straight
wings, head separates E Φ, rev. E Φ above two stags' heads
confronted, (S.4375, BMC 53 [p.53], SNG Cop. 243, SNG
Turkey 194-242, Traite 1886). Fine - very fine and scarce.
(6)
$300

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, January 2000 for the first coin, Jean Elsen, Sale 62,
July 2000 (lot 202) for the second coin.

3439
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.390 - 380 B.C.), silver trihemiobols,
(0.482, 0.684, 0.734 (2), 0.754, 0.852 grams), obv. bee,
straight wings, on some a trace of E and Φ with no border,
rev. stag forepart to right, head to left with some ethnic E
Φ above, (S.4376, BMC 54 [p.53], SNG Cop. 241, SNG
Turkey 190-192, Traite 1889). Good - very fine, several with
porosity or off centred, scarce. (6)
$250
3440
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.390 - 380 B.C.), silver trihemiobols,
(0.444, 0.688, 0.694, 0.734, 0.768, 0.814 grams), obv. bee,
straight wings, on some a trace of E and Φ with no border,
rev. stag forepart to right, head to left with some ethnic E
Φ above, (S.4376, BMC 54 [p.53], SNG Cop. 241, SNG
Turkey 190-192, Traite 1889). Good - very fine, most with
porosity or off centred, scarce. (6)
$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 63 (lot 3565) for the last coin; Ex Jean Elsen Sale
55, 19 September 1998 (lot 218) for second last coin; Walter Holt, Sydney,
January 2000 for third and fourth coins.

3434
Ionia, Ephesos (387-295 B.C.), silver diobols, (0.904, 0.890,
0.894, 0.934, 1.000, 1.032 grams), obv. bee with straight
wings, head separates E Φ, rev. E Φ above two stags' heads
confronted, (S.4375, BMC 53 [p.53], SNG Cop. 243, SNG
Turkey 194-242, Traite 1886). Fine - very fine and scarce.
(6)
$300
Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, January 2000 for the fourth coin.

3435
Ionia, Ephesos (387-295 B.C.), silver diobols, (0.890, 0.912,
0.970, 0.984, 1.004, 1.014 grams), obv. bee with straight
wings, head separates E Φ, rev. E Φ above two stags' heads
confronted, (S.4375, BMC 53 [p.53], SNG Cop. 243, SNG
Turkey 194-242, Traite 1886). Fine - very fine and scarce.
(6)
$300

Ex Jean Elsen Auction Sale 56 (lot 195) for fourth coin, Walter Holt, Sydney
for first two coins.

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe; first coin from Walter Holt, Sydney.

3436
Ionia, Ephesos (387-295 B.C.), silver diobols, (0.776, 0.804,
0.900, 0.906, 0.992, 1.090 grams), obv. bee with straight
wings, head separates E Φ, rev. E Φ above two stags' heads
confronted, (S.4375, BMC 53 [p.53], SNG Cop. 243, SNG
Turkey 194-242, Traite 1886). Fine - very fine and scarce.
(6)
$300

3441*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.28
grams), issue 340-325 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right, looking
back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name ΑΙΝΕΑΣ
(Aineas), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class I [obv.146],
magistrate noted in Münsterberg, BMC 38). Slightly off
centred obverse and weak in places, otherwise nearly very
fine/good very fine and rare.
$400

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe for second, third and last coins.

Ex Jean Elsen Collection Sale 56 (lot 194).
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3442*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.22
grams), issue 360-350 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΑΙΣΧΡΙΩΝ (Aischrion), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class F
[obv.95?], magistrate noted in Münsterberg for drachms).
Slightly off centred obverse, rough edge, otherwise nearly
very fine and extremely rare, unlisted for a tetradrachm.
$600

3445*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.99
grams), issue 360-350 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΑΘΗΝΟΜΑΝΔΡΟΣ (Athenomandros), (cf.S.4372, Kinns
CH IX, Class F [obv.90], magistrate noted in Münsterberg,
Waddington 1523 = Traite Pl.152, 24]). Well centred, edge
flaws, otherwise, good fine and very rare.
$600

Ex Patrick Cooper Collection, with his ticket and previously from Sotheby's
(London) Auction Sale, January 21, 1981 (lot 64 bought for œ180), together
with his ticket. The magistrate is unlisted for tetradrachms but is reported
for a drachm according to Head and Mildenberg.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 53 (lot 2126).

3446*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.85
grams), issue 380-370 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΔΗΜΑΓΟΡΗΣ (Demagores), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class
C [obv. uncertain], BMC 37). Cut on reverse, otherwise
fine/good fine and very scarce.
$400

3443*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.99
grams), issue 340-325 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΑΛΚΙΠΠΟΣ (Alkippos), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class
H [obv.130], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, BMC 31).
Slightly off centred obverse, otherwise nearly very fine and
very rare.
$500

A repeated name of a moneyer whose issue appeared in four separated
Kinns classes.

3447
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.54
grams), issue 380-340 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΔΗΜΑΓΟΡΗΣ (Demagores), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class
C-I [obv. uncertain], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, BMC
37). Grey tone, obverse corroded, otherwise poor/fine.
$200

Ex Sotheby's London, April 9, 1992 (lot 96).

3444*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.93
grams), issue 360-350 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΑΜΥΝΤΩΡ (Amyntor), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class F
[obv.90?], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, SNG Cop. 215).
Fine/very fine and very scarce.
$400

3448*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.22
grams), issue 390-380 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΔΙΟΔΩΡΟΣ (Diodoros), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class B
[obv.5, p.175]), magistrate noted in Münsterberg but for 3rd
century B.C. and that example is in the BMC). Well centred
with obverse die breaks, cleaned and very fine/good very fine
or better, very rare.
$800

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 63 (lot 3564).
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3452*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.11
grams), issue 340-325 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΦΥΛΑΚΟΣ (Phylakos), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class I
[obv.154?], magistrate noted in Münsterberg). Well centred
short on flan as usual obverse die deteriation, fine/nearly
very fine and very rare.
$400

3449*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.15
grams), issue 340-325 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
[ΕΚΥ]ΤΙΤΟΣ (Ecutitos), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class I
[obv.155?], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, BMC 41).
Very weak on bee's head and stag's head, partial magistrate
reading, otherwise good fine and a very scarce Magistrate.
$400

Ex CNG Auction Sale 61 September 25, 2002, (lot 685 part).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 3228) and previously from Walter
Holt, Sydney.

3453*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.29
grams), issue 350-340 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΙΛΕΩΣ (Ileos), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class G [obv.120],
magistrate noted in Münsterberg). Corroded obverse and
toned, otherwise very good/good very fine and very rare.
$350

3450*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.51
grams), issue 380-370 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΕΠΙΝΙ[ΚΟΣ] (Epinikos), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class
C [obv.21], magistrate noted in Münsterberg). Slightly off
centred obverse, heavily corroded on the reverse, otherwise
fine and very rare.
$250

Ex D.Loates Fine Art with ticket.

3454*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.28
grams), issue 370-360 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΚΥΝΙΣΚΟΣ (Kyniskos), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class D
[obv.51], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, McClean 8074).
Well centred with obverse die rust and die breaks, very fine
and very rare.
$550

3451*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.14
grams), issue 360-350 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΦΩΚΥΛΟΣ (Phokylos), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class F
[obv.96? p.175]), magistrate noted in Münsterberg, See Num.
Chr. 1936 [Pl.12, 11]). Off centred obverse, good fine/very
fine or better and very rare.
$600

Ex CNG Auction Sale 61 September 25, 2002, (lot 682).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 57 (lot 936).

3455*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.25
grams), issue 350-340 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
[ΜΑ]ΝΤΙΚΡΑΤΗΣ (Mantikrates), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX,
Class G? [obv.122?], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, SNG
Cop. 229). Off centred and corroded obverse, some surface
roughness, otherwise very good/good fine and scarce.
$250

Lot 3452
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3456
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.68
grams), issue 380-370 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
possibly ΜΕΓΑΚΛΗΣ (Megakles), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX,
Class C [obv.23], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, SNG
Cop.230). Slightly off centred obverse, corroded on both
sides, otherwise very good and rare.
$150

3460*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.70
grams), issue 370-360 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
[O]PXAMENIOΣ (Orchamenios), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH
IX, Class D [obv.52], magistrate noted in Münsterberg,
Waddington 1536, SNG Cop. 234). Some edge oxidation,
otherwise very fine and rare.
$700
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 3227) and previously from Spink America
May 31, 1995 (lot 197).

3457*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.11
grams), issue 340-325 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΜΕΛΑΝΙΩΝ (Melanion), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class I
[obv.161?], magistrate not noted in Münsterberg, Naville 5,
[lot 2537]). Well centred, edge flaws, otherwise, fine/nearly
very fine and very rare.
$450

3461*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.11
grams), issue 350-340 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΠΑΥΣΑΝΙΑΣ (Pausanias), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class
G [obv.117], magistrate noted in Münsterberg). Grey tone,
very fine and very rare.
$600

Ex CNG Auction Sale 61 September 25, 2002, (lot 685 part).

Ex Jean Elsen, Sale 59 (lot 126).

3458*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.24
grams), issue 380-370 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΜΕΝΕΚΡΑΤΗΣ (Menekrates), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX,
Class C [obv.21?], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, SNG
Cop. 231). Obverse corroded, otherwise poor/very fine and
very scarce.
$400

3462*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.21
grams), issue 380-370 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΠΟΛΥΚΛΗΣ (Polykles), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class C
[obv.10], magistrate noted in Head and Münsterberg, BMC
51, SNG Cop. 237). Well centred with obverse die break and
light porosity, very fine/good very fine and rare.
$700

3459*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.20
grams), issue 340-325 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right, looking
back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name ΜΕΝΤΩΡ
(Mentor), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class I [obv.160],
magistrate noted in Münsterberg). Off centred obverse and
reverse, otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$500

Ex CNG Auction Sale 61 September 25, 2002, (lot 684).

Ex Ebay purchase with ticket.
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3466*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.58
grams), issue 380-370 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right, looking
back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name ΖΩΙΛΟΣ
(Zoilos), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class C [obv.8 p.175],
magistrate noted in Head and Münsterberg). Grey tone,
good fine and rare.
$450

3463*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.09
grams), issue 340-325 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
ΠΥΘΑΓΟΡΗΣ (Pythagoras), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class
I [obv.157?], magistrate noted in Münsterberg, SNG von
Aulock 1834). Off centred obverse, some surface roughness,
otherwise fine/very fine and very rare.
$400

Ex Jean Elsen, Sale 59 (lot 127).

3467*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.02
grams), issue 390-325 B.C., obv. be,e with straight wings
dividing E - Φ rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right,
looking back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name
..[Ξ?]ΑΓΟΡΟΣ (...[ch]agoros), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX,
uncertain Class, magistrate not noted in Münsterberg). Off
centred, fine and very rare.
$300

3464*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.09
grams), issue 370-360 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right, looking
back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name ΡΟΔΙΟΣ
(Rodios), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class E [obv.69 p.175],
magistrate noted in Head and Münsterberg). Grey tone,
good fine/nearly very fine and very rare.
$600

3468
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachms, (14.18,
14.66, 14.79 grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E
- Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right, looking back, palm
tree behind, to right uncertain or worn magistrate's names,
(cf.S.4372,) together with a copy (11.54 grams) in name of
ΜΝΗΣΙΦΙΛΟΣ. All very corroded with illegible magistrate
names, poor - very good, copy pitted and good fine. (4)
$200

Ex Jean Elsen, Sale 59 (lot 127).

3465*
Ionia, Ephesos, (390-330 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (14.62
grams), issue 360-350 B.C., obv. bee with straight wings
dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of kneeling stag to right, looking
back, palm tree behind, to right magistrate's name ΤΙΜΟΛΑΣ
(Timolas), (cf.S.4372, Kinns CH IX, Class F [obv.80],
magistrate noted in Münsterberg, Waddington 1541, other
examples in Oxford and BM). Off centred obverse, areas of
corrosion, otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$350

3469*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.340-330 B.C.), silver drachm, (2.664
grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight wings, E Φ across,
rev. broad quadripartite incuse square, (S.4366, BMC 49,
cf.SNG Cop. 208-9, cf.SNG von Aulock 1825, SNG Turkey
244-5, SNG Munich 19). Some surface roughness, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$120
Ex Colin E. Pitchfork Collection and previously Gerhard Hirsch, May 5,
1999 (lot 907).

Ex Civitas Galleries, Middleton WI, USA with their ticket.

3470
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.340-330 B.C.), silver hemidrachms,
(1.548, 1.548, 1.564, 1.686 grams), obv. bee with tendrils
and straight wings, E Φ across, rev. broad quadripartite
incuse square, (S.4368, BMC 50, SNG Cop. 207, SNG
Turkey 247, SNG Finland II, 210). Some surface roughness
and hoard patination, otherwise very good - good fine and
all scarce. (4)
$150
Lot 2466
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3474*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.325-310 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (3.052 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight
wings, E Φ across, rev. broad quadripartite incuse square,
ANTIANΔP across, (cf.S.4367, only published example CNG
Sale 55 [lot 488], See Coin Hoards IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus
Hoard' p.197, cf.BMC 20, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock
-, SNG Turkey -, cf.SNG Munich 23). Some minor surface
roughness, otherwise very fine and extremely rare.
$250

3471*
Ionia, Ephesos, (325-300 B.C.), silver octobol, (5.57 grams),
obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, rev. forepart of
kneeling stag to right, looking back, palm tree behind, to
right magistrate's name ΕΧΕΑΝΑ[Χ] (Exeanax), (cf.S.4377,
magistrate noted in Münsterberg, and Head [p.37], SNG
Kayhan 277 (type, different magistrate), Winterthur 2907
(variety different magistrate), SNG Munich 31 (variety
different magistrate). Bright, nearly extremely fine and
apparently unpublished.
$1,000

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe August 1999. The CNG example cited
above realised US$375 in 2000.

Ex Triton VII, Auction Sale, January 13-14, 2004 (lot 231). and previously
M&M Bale, February 1991. and listed as from the Jean Nivalle Collection
No.19 Jean Elsen Sale 52, December 13 1997, (lot 19).

3475*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (3.074 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight
wings, [E] Φ across, rev. broad quadripartite incuse
square, [Η]ΡΟΓΝΗΤΟΣ across, (cf.S.4367, noted only for a
hemidrachm, See Coin Hoards IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard'
p.197 [hemidrachm in BMC Collection], cf.BMC 21, SNG
Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, SNG Turkey -, cf.SNG Munich
23). Off centred obverse, extremely fine and extremely rare,
unpublished for a drachm.
$300

3472*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
tetradrachm, (12.564 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and
straight wings, E Φ across, rev. broad quadripartite incuse
square, ΔΗΜΟΦΩΝ (Demophon?) across one band, (S.-,
Coin Hoards IX [Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard' p.196-7 notes
magistrate from a drachm], BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von
Aulock -, SNG Turkey -, SNG Munich -). Good very fine and
extremely rare apparently unpublished and unique, the finest
known of all tetradrachms of the cross-band type.
$10,000

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe August 1999.

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, c.2000-2001. The "Cross-band" issues
are known for tetradrachms. Three tetradrachms are known and are in a
private collection. They come from other magistrates (Komes, Peristratos
and Timotheos). This example from Demophon makes the fourth example
and is unpublished. It shares a common obverse die to two of the other
known examples [Komes and Peristratos). Philip Kinns in an email to Rod
Sell noted the significance of these coins. Kinns also discusses these coins in
Coin Hoards IX. Apparently all three previously known coins turned up in
a twelve month period (August 1999 to September 2000). This piece and
many of the drachms and fractions of this cross band series were acquired
by Rod Sell in this same period and this may indicate a common source or
hoard. A copy of this email comes with the lot.

3476*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (3.070 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight
wings, E [Φ] across, rev. broad quadripartite incuse
square, [Κ]ΛΕΙΔΗΜΟΣ across, (cf.S.4367, noted only for a
hemidrachm, See Coin Hoards IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard'
p.197 [hemidrachm in ANS Collection], BMC -, SNG Cop. -,
SNG von Aulock -, SNG Turkey -, cf.SNG Munich 23). Good
very fine and extremely rare, unpublished for a drachm.
$300

3473*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (3.028 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight
wings, E Φ across, rev. broad quadripartite incuse square,
ANTIAΛΚΙΔΑ[Σ] across, (cf.S.4367, See Coin Hoards
IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard' p.204 [for magistrate in
Group G], cf.BMC 20, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -,
SNG Turkey -, cf.SNG Munich 23). Some minor surface
roughness, otherwise very fine and extremely rare apparently
unpublished.
$300

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe August 1999.

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe August 1999. This Magistrate not noted
by Kinns in the "Cross-band" series but noted for tetradrachms in Kinns
Class G (noted as 350-340 B.C.).
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3477*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (3.018 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight
wings, [E] Φ across, rev. broad quadripartite incuse
square, ΛΕΩΔΑΜΑΣ across, (cf.S.4367, noted only for a
hemidrachm, [CNG Sale 55, LOT 491] See Coin Hoards
IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard' p.198 [hemidrachm in CNG
Auction 55, partial legend, This Magistrate above noted
by Kinns in Class G {350-340 B.C.}], BMC -, SNG Cop. -,
SNG von Aulock -, SNG Turkey -, cf.SNG Munich 23). Off
centred obverse, very fine and extremely rare, unpublished
for a drachm.
$300

3481*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (3.068 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and curved
wings, [E] Φ across, rev. broad quadripartite incuse square,
ΜΕΛΑΝΩΠΟ[Σ] across, (cf.S.4367, noted in a private
collection see Coin Hoards IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard'
p.196, BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, SNG Turkey
-, cf.SNG Munich 23). Very fine and extremely rare.
$300
Ex Jean Elsen Sale 57 March 1999, (lot 1366).

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe August 1999. The CNG example cited
above for the hemidrachm realised US$290 in 2000.

3482*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (3.062 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight
wings, [E] Φ across, dotted border, rev. broad quadripartite
incuse square, ΖΗΝΔΟΤΟ[Σ] across, (cf.S.4367, noted only
for a hemidrachm, [Liedon 5669] See Coin Hoards IX (Kinns
'Pixodarus Hoard' p.198 [hemidrachm in Leiden 5669,
partial legend], BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, SNG
Turkey -, cf.SNG Munich 23). Off centred obverse, very fine
and extremely rare, unpublished for a drachm.
$300

3478*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (2.792 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and curved
wings, [E] Φ across, rev. broad quadripartite incuse square,
ΜΕΛΑΝΩΠ[ΟΣ] across, (cf.S.4367, See Coin Hoards IX
(Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard' p.196 [drachms noted in private
collection and sale in Sotheby 16.4.1980 lot 20], above
with partial legend], BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock
-, SNG Turkey -, SNG Munich -). Some hoard patination,
fine and very rare.
$200

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe August 1999.

3483*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
hemidrachms, (3), (1.596, 1.560, 1.568 grams), obv. bee
with tendrils and straight wings, E Φ across, dotted border,
rev. broad quadripartite incuse square, first ΚΟΡΥΛΑΣ
[illustrated], second [Α]ΜΦΟΤΕΡΟ[Σ] and third uncertain,
(cf.S.4367, noted for hemidrachms for first and second, See
Coin Hoards IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard' p.198 [Athens and
Vienna etc], BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, SNG
Turkey -, SNG Munich -. Fine - very fine and all rare. (3)
$300

3479*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
hemidrachms, (3), (1.616, 1.562, 1.542, 1.530, 1.172,
1.458 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and straight wings,
E Φ across, dotted border, rev. broad quadripartite incuse
square, last [ΜΕ]ΝΕΣΘΕΥ[Σ] [illustrated], others all rather
worn and indeterminate names, (cf.S.4367, last noted for
hemidrachms, See Coin Hoards IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard'
p.198 [Athens and Berlin, BM, Vienna etc], BMC -, SNG
Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, SNG Turkey -, SNG Munich -.
Fair - good fine and all rare. (6)
$300

part

3484*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
hemidrachms, (3), (1.586, 1.492, 1.522 grams), obv.
bee with tendrils and straight wings, E Φ across, dotted
border, rev. broad quadripartite incuse square, first trace of
ΔΙΟΔΩΡΙΔ, second [Χ]ΕΛΛΩΝ (illustrated) and third maybe
[ΚΟΡΥΛΑΣ]?, (cf.S.4367, noted for hemidrachms for first
and last, See Coin Hoards IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard'
p.197-8, BMC -, cf.SNG Cop. 253 [second coin on a bee/
stag tetradrachm], SNG von Aulock -, SNG Turkey -, SNG
Munich 24 [first coin], third noted in various collections).
Fine - nearly extremely fine and all very rare, last unpublished
for a hemidrachm. (3)
$300

3480*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.330-320 B.C.), "Cross band" silver
drachm, (2.784 grams), obv. bee with tendrils and curved
wings, [E] Φ across, dotted border, rev. broad quadripartite
incuse square, ΤΙΜΕ[ΣΙΑΝΑΞ] across, (cf.S.4367, See Coin
Hoards IX (Kinns 'Pixodarus Hoard' p.196 [drachms noted
in private collections, above with partial legend], BMC 20,
SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, SNG Turkey -, SNG Munich
23 [same dies]). Nearly very fine and rare.
$200
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3488*
Ionia, Ephesos, (258-202 B.C.), silver didrachm, (Reduced
Rhodian standard issue), (6.466 grams), obv. Diademed and
draped bust of Artemis to right, wearing stephane, bow and
arrow at shoulder, rev. forepart of a stag to right looking
back, behind magistrate's name ΑΡΙΣΤΡΑΤΟΣ (Aristratos),
E Φ across field, [bee] to right above, (cf.S.4383, Head p.51
(noted in 1880's as a recent find), BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG
von Aulock -, SNG Munich -). Toned, good very fine and a
very rare magistrate.
$500

3485*
Ionia, Ephesos (under the name Arsinoeia), (288-280 B.C.),
silver octobol, (Reduced Rhodian standard issue), (5.534
grams), obv. Veiled head of Arsinoe to right, rev. bow and
quiver, below ΑΡΣΙ and bee to right, above magistrate's name
ΕΡΞΙΑ[Σ] (Erxias), monogram above, (cf.S.4380, cf.Head
p.44 [noted as magistrate with example for earlier type with
Artemis head], Münsterberg (noted magistrate), cf.BMC 71,
cf.SNG Turkey 280 [diobol same magistrate for Arsinoeia
obverse], SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, cf.SNG Munich
56 [different magistrate]). Bright, very fine and very rare,
the magistrate for this denomination unlisted.
$500

3489*
Ionia, Ephesos, (258-202 B.C.), silver drachm, (Reduced
Rhodian standard issue), (3.230 grams), obv. Diademed and
draped bust of Artemis to right, wearing stephane, quiver
over shoulder, rev. forepart of a stag to right looking back,
behind magistrate's name ΒΑΤΤΑ[Σ] (Battas), E Φ across
field, bee to right above, (cf.S.4383, Head p.51 (noted),
Münsterberg (noted magistrate), BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG
von Aulock -, SNG Munich 62 [didrachm same magistrate]).
Very slight surface porosity, bright, otherwise good very fine
or better and very rare magistrate.
$500

Ex CNG Auction Sale 61, September 25, 2002 (lot 687).

3486*
Ionia, Ephesos (under the name Arsinoeia), (288-280
B.C.), silver tetrobol, (Reduced Rhodian standard issue),
(2.250 grams), obv. Veiled head of Arsinoe to right, rev.
bow and quiver, ΑΡΣΙ and bee below, above magistrate's
name [Η]ΓΗΣΑΝΔΡ[ΟΣ] (Egesandros), monogram above,
(cf.S.4380, Head p.44 [noted as Magistrate with example
in The Hague], Münsterberg (noted magistrate), BMC
-, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, cf.SNG Munich 56
[different magistrate]). Surface roughness and porosity,
hoard patination, otherwise fine/ very fine and very rare
magistrate.
$250

Ex CNG Auction Sale 63 May 21, 2003 (lot 471).

3490*
Ionia, Ephesos, (258-202 B.C.), silver didrachm, (Reduced
Rhodian standard issue), (6.374 grams), obv. Diademed
and draped bust of Artemis to right, wearing stephane,
bow and arrow at shoulder, rev. forepart of a stag to right
looking back, behind magistrate's name [Μ]ΑΝΤΙΚΡΑΤΗ[Σ]
(Mantikrates), E Φ across field, bee to right above, (cf.S.4383,
Head p.51-2 (not noted), Münsterberg (noted magistrate),
BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, SNG Munich -).
Scratches and surface porosity, hoard patination, otherwise
good fine and a very rare magistrate.
$200

3487*
Ionia, Ephesos, (340-325 B.C. [Kinns], 280-258 B.C.
[traditional], silver octobol (Rhodian standard issue), (4.802
grams), obv. Diademed and draped bust of Artemis to right,
wearing stephane, quiver over shoulder, rev. forepart of a stag
to right looking back, palm tree behind, magistrate's name
before [ΘΕΜ]ΙΣΤΑΓΟ[ΡΑΣ] (Themistagoras), E Φ across
field, bee to right above, (cf.S.4383, Head p.51 (not noted),
Münsterberg (not noted as a magistrate), but a moneyer in
Kinns Group I) cf.Kayhan example similar reading [262]),
cf.SNG Turkey 262, BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock
-, SNG Munich 62 [didrachm same magistrate]). Toned, very
fine/good very fine and very rare magistrate.
$500

Ex Mediterranean Coin, Europe, February 2004.

3491*
Ionia, Ephesos, (258-202 B.C.), silver didrachm, (Reduced
Rhodian standard issue), (6.398 grams), obv. Diademed
and draped bust of Artemis to right, wearing stephane,
bow and arrow at shoulder, rev. forepart of a stag to right
looking back, behind magistrate's name ΑΝΤΙΓΟΝΟ[Σ]
(Antigonos), E Φ across field, bee to right above, (cf.S.4383,
Head p.51 (noted in a Thorwaldsen catalogue 1460-1),
BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -, SNG Munich -).
Very minor surface porosity, attractive, very fine and a very
rare magistrate.
$400

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, January 2000.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 65 (lot 1804).

Lot 3488
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3496*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.2144
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΑΝΤΙΦΙΛΟΣ (Antiphilos) (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.84], BMC 124-5). Some hoard
patination and porosity, otherwise near very fine and rare.
$200

3492*
Ionia, Ephesos, (258-202 B.C.), silver didrachm, (Reduced
Rhodian standard issue), (6.290 grams), obv. Diademed
and draped bust of Artemis to right, wearing stephane,
bow and arrow at shoulder, rev. forepart of a stag to right
looking back, behind magistrate's name [ΠΟ]ΛΥΚΛΗΣ
(Polykles), E Φ across field, bee to right above, (cf.S.4383,
Head p.51-52 (not noted), magistrate noted in Münsterberg
[p.23], Waddington notes magistrate 1538 and 1596 but for
differeent types, BMC -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock -,
SNG Munich -). With surface porosity, otherwise fine/nearly
very fine and a very rare magistrate.
$300
Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2000.

3497*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.980
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name [Α]ΝΤΙΦΙΛ[ΟΣ] (Antiphilos) (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 (p.84) BMC 124-5). Nearly very
fine or better and rare.
$200

3493*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.918
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΑΙΓΥΠΤΙΟΣ (Aigyptios), (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.84], BMC 122). Toned, good
fine and rare.
$200
Ex Colin E. Pitchfork Collection, privately October 2002.

3498*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.770
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝ[ΙΔΗΣ] (Apollonides), (cf.
S.4387, Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.84], McClean 8080).
Toned with surface scrapes, good fine and rare.
$150

3494*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.180
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΑΝΤΙΦΙΛΟΣ (Antiphilos) (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 (p.84), BMC 124-5). Good very
fine and rare.
$300
Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.

3499*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.114
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to
right magistrate's name ΒΙΑΝΩΡ (Bianor) (cf.S.4387, Kinns
Num. Chron. 1999 [p.85], SNG Cop. 287, Waddington
1574). Bright, slightly off centred obverse, otherwise nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$300

3495*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.194
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΑΝΤΙΦΙΛΟΣ (Antiphilos) (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 (p.84), BMC 124-5). Good very
fine or better and rare.
$300

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 64 (lot 2289).

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.
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3500*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.174
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name [Δ]ΗΜΗΤΡΙΟ[Σ] (Demetrios) (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.86], SNG von Aulock 7825,
SNG Cop, 289, BMC 127). Extremely fine and rare.
$300

3504*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.628
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΜΟΛΠΟΣ (Molpos), (cf.S.4387, Kinns
Num. Chron. 1999 [p.89], noted in Head, Mionnet Sup. Vol.
VI, 250, Hunter 21). Toned, good fine and rare.
$200

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.

Ex Colin E. Pitchfork Collection, privately November 2002 and previously
from Coin Galleries Mail bid Auction Sale November 5, 1997 (lot 173).

3501*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.236
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name [Δ]ΙΟΝΥΣΟΔΩΡ[ΟΣ] (Dionysodoros) (cf.
S.4387, Kinns, Num. Chron. 1999 [p.86], magistrate noted
in Head, cf.Sternberg Nov. 25, 1980 [lot 116]). Good very
fine and rare.
$300

3505*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.192
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΜΗΤΡΑΣ (Metras), (cf.S.4387, Kinns
Num. Chron. 1999 [p.88], Pozzi Collection 2434). Toned,
good very fine and rare.
$300

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.

3506*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.992
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΜΗΤΡΑΣ (Metras), (cf.S.4387, Kinns
Num. Chron. 1999 [p.88], Pozzi 2434). Toned, very fine
and rare.
$250

3502*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.760
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name [ΕΡ]ΜΟΤΡΕΦΗ[Σ] (Ermotrephes) (cf.
S.4387, Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.86]). Bright, minor
surface scratches, polished and with porosity, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$200

Ex Colin E. Pitchfork Collection, privately November 2002 and previously
from Spink America, New York, December 7, 1999 (lot 657 part).

3507*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.204
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΜΗΤΡΟΔΩΡΟΣ (Metrodoros) (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 (p.89), example in Vienna, SNG
Fitz. 4425). Nearly extremely fine or better and rare.
$300

3503*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.144
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΛΥΚΙΣΚΟΣ (Lykiskos) (cf.S.4387, Kinns
Num. Chron. 1999 [p.88], SNG von Aulock 1849). Some
hoard patination, otherwise good fine and rare.
$200

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.
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3512*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.688
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - [Φ],
dotted border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind,
to right magistrate's name [ΤΕ]ΛΕΣΙΦΡΩ[Ν] (Telesiphron)
(cf.S.4387, Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.90], Waddington
1588). Toned, fine/good fine and rare.
$150

3508*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.178
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΠΑΥΣΑΝΙΑΣ (Pausanias) (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.89], SNG von Aulock 1850).
Toned, good very fine and rare.
$300
Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.

3513*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.156
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to
right magistrate's name [Θ]ΕΟΔΩΡΟΣ (Theodoros) (cf.
S.4387, Kinns, Num. Chron. 1999 [p.87], example in
Berlin unpublished). Very fine/nearly extremely fine and
very rare.
$300

3509*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.028
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΠΥΘΕΑΣ (Pytheas) (cf.S.4387, Kinns
Num. Chron. 1999 [p.90], SNG von Aulock 1851. Off
centred on reverse, otherwise good very fine and rare.
$250

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.

Ex Jean Elsen Auction Sale 56 (lot 196).

3514*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.998
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name [Θ]ΑΛΕΑΣ (Thaleas) (cf.S.4387, Kinns
Num. Chron. 1999 [p.87], noted in Head). Off centred very
fine and rare.
$200

3510*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.168
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΣΟΤΑ[Σ] (Sotas) (cf.S.4387, Kinns Num.
Chron. 1999 [p.90], example Waddington 1587). Nearly
extremely fine or better and rare.
$300

Ex Noble Numismatics, Sale 62 (lot 1902).

3515
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachms, (3.868,
3,794 grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ,
dotted border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind,
to right magistrate's name partial letters only visible, (cf.
S.4387, Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.84-92]); together with
a cast copy of a similar coin. First has been severely mounted
both sides, second porous and with scratches, Very good or
better. (3)
$100

Ex Mediterranean Coins, Europe, June 2001.

Ex Civitas Galleries with ticket for the second coin.

3511*
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-c.150 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.066
grams), obv. bee with straight wings dividing E - Φ, dotted
border, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, to right
magistrate's name ΤΕΛΕΣΙΦΡΩΝ (Telesiphron) (cf.S.4387,
Kinns Num. Chron. 1999 [p.90], Waddington 1588). Porous
surface, otherwise good fine and rare.
$200

3516
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.405 - 380 B.C.), AE 7-8, (approx. 0.5
grams), obv. bee, curved or straight wings, E and Φ with
linear border, rev. stag head to right with ethnic E Φ across,
(S.-, BMC -, SNG Munich 34, SNG Turkey 147-188, Traite
1896). Fair - very fine all in packets with provenances.
(20)
$300
Ex Classical Numismatic Group Auction Sale 51 September 1999 (lot 410)
for several pieces, others include Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 3229),
Walter Holt, Sydney etc.

Lot 3512
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3517
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.405 - 380 B.C.), AE 7-8, (approx. 0.5
grams), obv. bee, curved or straight wings, E and Φ with
linear border, rev. stag head to right with ethnic E Φ across,
(S.-, BMC -, SNG Munich 34, SNG Turkey 147-188, Traite
1896). Fair - fine a few better all in packets with provenances.
(20)
$250

3523
Ionia, Ephesos, (4th - early 3rd century B.C.), AE 13-16,
(about 3 grams), obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ,
rev. stag standing to left some with head looking back, several
with readable magistrate's names, (cf.S.4407, cf.BMC 82
but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 260-261, SNG Munich 35-49).
Several with green and hoard patination, most weak in
places, otherwise very good - good fine a few having some
potential of identification of magistrate. (20)
$250

3518
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.405 - 380 B.C.), AE 7-8, (approx. 0.5
grams), obv. bee, curved or straight wings, E and Φ with
linear border, rev. stag head to right with ethnic E Φ across,
(S.-, BMC -, SNG Munich 34, SNG Turkey 147-188, Traite
1896). Fair - very good a few better all in packets with
provenances. (23)
$200

3524
Ionia, Ephesos, (4th - early 3rd century B.C.), AE 13-16,
(about 3 grams), obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ,
rev. stag standing to left some with head looking back, several
with readable magistrate's names, (cf.S.4407, cf.BMC 82
but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 260-261, SNG Munich 35-49).
Several with green and hoard patination, most weak in
places, otherwise very good - good fine a few having some
potential of identification of magistrate. (20)
$250

3519
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.405 - 380 B.C.), AE 7-8, (approx. 0.5
grams), obv. bee, curved or straight wings, E and Φ with
linear border, rev. stag head to right with ethnic E Φ across,
(S.-, BMC -, SNG Munich 34, SNG Turkey 147-188, Traite
1896). Fair - very good only a few better all in packets with
provenances. (30)
$250

3525
Ionia, Ephesos, (4th - early 3rd century B.C.), AE 13-16,
(about 3 grams), obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ,
rev. stag standing to left some with head looking back,
several with legible magistrate's names, (cf.S.4407, cf.BMC
82 but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 260-261, SNG Munich 3549). Several with green and hoard patination, most weak in
places, otherwise very good - good fine a few having some
potential of identification of magistrate. (20)
$250

3520
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.405 - 380 B.C.), AE 7-8, (approx. 0.5
grams), obv. bee, curved or straight wings, E and Φ with
linear border, rev. stag head to right with ethnic E Φ across,
(S.-, BMC -, SNG Munich 34, SNG Turkey 147-188, Traite
1896). Fair - very good only a few better all in packets with
provenances. (30)
$250

3526
Ionia, Ephesos, (4th - early 3rd century B.C.), AE 13-16,
(about 3 grams), obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ,
rev. stag standing to left some with head looking back,
several with legible magistrate's names, (cf.S.4407, cf.BMC
82 but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 260-261, SNG Munich 3549). Several with green and hoard patination, most weak in
places, otherwise very good - good fine a few having some
potential of identification of magistrate. (19)
$250

3521
Ionia, Ephesos, (4th century B.C.), AE 12-15, (about 2.5
grams), obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, all within
laurel wreath, rev. fore part of a stag standing to right some
with head looking back, only a few with legible magistrate's
names, (cf.S.4415, cf.BMC 118-120 but smaller, cf.SNG
Cop. 244). Several with green patination, most weak in
places, otherwise very good - good fine a few having some
potential of identification of magistrate. (20)
$250

3527
Ionia, Ephesos, (4th - early 3rd century B.C.), AE 13-16,
(about 3 grams), obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ,
rev. stag standing to left some with head looking back,
several with legible magistrate's names, (cf.S.4407, cf.BMC
82 but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 260-261, SNG Munich 3549). Several with green and hoard patination, most weak in
places, otherwise very good - good fine a few having some
potential of identification of magistrate. (20)
$250

3522
Ionia, Ephesos, AE 11-13, (4th - 3rd century B.C.), obv. bee
in wreath, rev. forepart of stag to right, a few with taces of
magistrate's name (8, 1 a copy), (cf.S.4402, cf. SNG von
Aulock 1843, SNG Cop. 244); another similar obv. female
head Artemis to right, rev. forepart of stag to right with head
looking back, and trace of magistrate's name, (cf.S.4408,
cf.BMC 118-120 but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 256, cf.SNG
von Aulock 1839); another an issue Hadrian, (A.D. 118137), AE 19, (5.58 grams), obv. Hadrian head right, rev.
octostyle temple with Artemis within, (BMC 229); Troas,
Gentinus, AE 12-15, (about 1.5-2.5 grams), obv. female
head (Artemis?) to right, rev. bee, palm tree to left, traces of
ethnic ΓΕΝ around (4) (S. 4095, SNG Cop. 335-6). Several
with hoard patination, most weak in places, otherwise good
- good fine only a few having some potential of identification
of magistrate. (14)
$150

3528
Ionia, Ephesos, (4th - early 3rd century B.C.), AE 13-16,
(about 3 grams), obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ,
rev. stag standing to left some with head looking back, several
with readable magistrate's names, (cf.S.4407, cf.BMC 82
but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 260-261, SNG Munich 35-49) (8);
others (9) (190-150 B.C.), AE 13-16, (about 3 grams), obv.
similar, but within laurel wreath, rev. stag feeding to right,
quiver above, magistrate's name in exergue (most of which
are legible), (S.4406, BMC 83-85, cf.SNG Cop. 268-9, Kinns
Num. Chron 1999, Type E, SNG Turkey 1 292-317). Several
with hoard patination, most of the last group with legible
magistrate names, otherwise very good - very fine. (17)
$250
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3529
Ionia, Ephesos (305-280 B.C.), AE 10-11, (about 1.3 grams),
obv. female head to left, rev. bee with straight wings, head
separates E Φ, (S.4409, BMC 68-70, SNG Cop. 256, SNG
Turkey 193, Traite 1896). Very good - very fine and scarce
all in packets described, several with porosity and pitting.
(10)
$350

3535
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-133 B.C.), AE 12-15, (about 2.5 grams),
obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, all within laurel
wreath, rev. stag standing to right some with deer looking
back, palm tree behind on some, some with before various
monograms below and or various magistrate's names, with
nil or partial readings of names below or on right, (cf.S.4411,
cf.BMC 134-142 but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 263-266, 299-303
but smaller). Several with green patination, most weak in
places, otherwise fair - good fine a few having some potential
of identification of magistrate. (20)
$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 62 (lot 1903) for one of these pieces

3530
Ionia, Ephesos (305-280 B.C.), AE 10-11, (about 1.3 grams),
obv. female head to left, rev. bee with straight wings, head
separates E Φ, (S.4409, BMC 68-70, SNG Cop. 256, SNG
Turkey 193, Traite 1896). Very good - very fine some with
pitting, scarce and all in packets. (10)
$350

3536
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-133 B.C.), AE 16-19, (about 4 grams),
obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, all within laurel
wreath, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, some
with before various monograms below and or various
magistrate's names, with nil or partial readings of names
below or on right, (cf.S.4411, cf.BMC 134-142, cf.SNG
Cop. 299-303). Several with green patination, most weak in
places, otherwise fair - good very fine with about half having
some potential of identification of magistrate. (20)
$300

3531
Ionia, Ephesos (305-280 B.C.), AE 10-11, (about 1.3 grams),
obv. female head to left, rev. bee with straight wings, head
separates E Φ, (S.4409, BMC 68-70, SNG Cop. 256, SNG
Turkey 193, Traite 1896). Very good - good fine some with
pitting, scarce and all in packets. (12)
$300

3537
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-133 B.C.), AE 16-19, (about 4 grams),
obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, all within laurel
wreath, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, some
with before various monograms below and or various
magistrate's names, with nil or partial readings of names
below or on right, (cf.S.4411, cf.BMC 134-142, cf.SNG Cop.
299-303). Several with green patination, most weak in places,
otherwise very good - good very fine with more than half
having some potential of identification of magistrate. (20)
$500

3532
Ionia, Ephesos (305-280 B.C.), AE 10-11, (about 1.3 grams),
obv. female head to left, rev. bee with straight wings, head
separates E Φ, (S.4409, BMC 68-70, SNG Cop. 256, SNG
Turkey 193, Traite 1896). Very good - good fine some with
pitting, scarce and all in packets. (13)
$300
3533
Ionia, Ephesos (under the name Arsinoeia), (288-280 B.C.),
AE 15, (2.95, 3.27, 3.64, 3.66, 4.05, 4.16, 4.17 grams), obv.
Veiled head of Arsinoe to right, rev. stag kneeling to left,
with head turned back, astragalus in field, ΑΡ ΣΙ across,
to left magistrate's name traces only on two [ΑΡ]ΙΣΤΑΙ,
(Aristaios), (cf.S.4404, Head p.44 [noted as Magistrate with
two examples in BM], BMC 73, cf.SNG Cop. 258-9, cf.SNG
von Aulock 1840 [different magistrate]); similar AE 12 (1.08,
1.77, 2.08 grams), obv. similar, rev. forepart of stag to right,
head turned back, no evidence of magistrate's name, (cf.
S.4404, Head p.44 for type. cf.BMC 74). Surface roughness
and porosity, several with hoard patination, otherwise fair
- very fine. (10)
$200

3538
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-133 B.C.), AE 16-19, (about 4 grams),
obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, all within laurel
wreath, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind, some
with before various monograms below and or various
magistrate's names, with nil or partial readings of names
below or on right, (cf.S.4411, cf.BMC 134-142, cf.SNG
Cop. 299-303). Several with green patination, two are
modern copies, most weak in places, otherwise very good
- good very fine with more than half having some potential
of identification of magistrate. (20)
$400

Best three examples from Mediterranean Coins, Europe.

3539
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-133 B.C.), AE 12-15, (about 2.5 grams),
obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, all within laurel
wreath, rev. stag standing to right, palm tree behind on
some, some with before various monograms below and or
various magistrate's names, with nil or partial readings of
names below or on right, (cf.S.4411, cf.BMC 134-142 but
smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 299-303 but smaller). Several with
green patination, most weak in places, otherwise fair - very
fine with some having some potential of identification of
magistrate. (16)
$200

3534
Ionia, Ephesos, (258-202 B.C.), AE 14, (2.966 grams),
obv. Head of Artemis to right, bow and quiver behind, rev.
forepart of stag head reversed to left an uncertain magistrate,
E Φ across, another AE 15 (4.234 grams), similar with
magistrate's name ..ΡΑΤΕΡΟ.. (cf.S.4410, Head p.44 [Pl.IV,
5 for type, not noted as a Magistrate], BMC -, cf.SNG Cop.
281-2, SNG von Aulock -, cf.SNG Munich 66-67 [different
magistrate]). Fine; very fine and scarce. (2)
$50
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3540
Ionia, Ephesos, (202-133 B.C.), AE 12-15, (about 2.5 grams),
obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, all within laurel
wreath, rev. stag standing to right some with deer looking
back, palm tree behind on some, some with before various
monograms below and or various magistrate's names, with
nil or partial readings of names below or on right, (cf.S.4411,
cf.BMC 134-142 but smaller, cf.SNG Cop. 263-266, 299303 but smaller). Several with green patination, most weak
in places, otherwise very good - very fine with some having
some potential of identification of magistrate. (18)
$250

3544*
Ionia, Ephesos, (1st century A.D.), AE 18, (4.44 grams), obv.
stag to left, looking behind, above E - Φ, below in exergue,
CKΩΠΙ, all within border of dots, rev. bee, meaningless
inscription, ΚΗΡΙΛΛΙΣΩΔΕΠΡΟΣΠΑΛΥΡΙΝ, (S.4944, BMC
186-190 [p.70], SNG von Aulock 1875 [Pl.57]). Attractive
deep brown patination, very fine and a rare type.
$150

3541
Ionia, Ephesos, (190-130 B.C.), AE 13-16, (about 3 grams),
obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, within laurel wreath,
rev. stag feeding to right, quiver above, magistrate's name
in exergue (most of which are legible), (S.4406, BMC 8385, cf.SNG Cop. 268-9, Kinns Num. Chron 1999, Type E,
SNG Turkey 1 292-317). Several with hoard patination,
some have legible magistrate names, otherwise very good
- very fine. (20)
$250

It is believed in BMC that the reverse inscription is perhaps a magic formulae
used as charms and remedies against various diseases or as Sear suggests
a "bee charm". The piece itself has uncertain status. BMC suggested it
could be a tesserae as likewise von Aulock. Its issue in Imperial times and
apparent circulation also suggests its use as coinage as well. Certainly a
most unusual piece and regarded by various scholars with some interest. A
numismatic enigma.

3542
Ionia, Ephesos, (190-130 B.C.), AE 13-16, (about 3 grams),
obv. bee with open wings dividing E - Φ, within laurel wreath,
rev. stag feeding to right, quiver above, magistrate's name
in exergue (most of which are legible), (S.4406, BMC 8385, cf.SNG Cop. 268-9, Kinns Num. Chron 1999, Type E,
SNG Turkey 1 292-317). Several with hoard patination,
some have legible magistrate names, otherwise very good
- very fine. (20)
$250

3545*
Ionia, Ephesos, (1st century A.D.), tesserae, AE 14, (1.734
grams), obv. Medusa facing head, rev. bee, with open wings
no inscription. Very fine or better with attractive deep brown
patination, very rare.
$100
Ex CNG Auction Sale XXV, March 24, 1993 (lot 309). The piece itself has
uncertain status, It is suggested that it could be a tesserae or token made at
Ephesos as Ephesos was a cult centre for Artemis. Its issue in either in the late
Hellenistic period or early Imperial times is established on the basis of style.
It also could have been in use as coinage. Certainly a most unusual piece.

3546*
Ionia, Ephesos, Kingdom of, Lysimachus, (323-281 B.C.),
silver tetradrachm, (17.218 grams), Ephesos mint, style of
that issued c.294-287 B.C., obv. head of Alexander to right,
with diadem and horn of Ammon, within dotted border,
dotted border, rev. Athena enthroned to left, supporting
Nike, to inner left a bee, in exergue a monogram of ΣΓ, to left
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ to right ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, (cf.S.6814, Thompson
166, M.426). Well centred and with a very high relief of
finest style, struck on a full flan with a superb eye, extremely
fine and very rare.
$2,400

part

3543*
Ionia, Ephesos, (c.48-27 BC), AE 24, (7.42 grams), obv.
Draped bust of Artemis right, in stephane, bow and quiver
over shoulder, rev. E - Φ, forepart of stag to right, torch
behind, uncertain magistrate. (S.4413, cf.Head Pl.V, 10,
BMC 179-181 [p.69]); similar (4), (3.94, 4.15, 4.83, 5.16
grams), rev. long torch between two stags face to face, ΔΗΜΗ
ΤΡΙΟΣ / ΚΩ ΚΟΣ / ΣΩΠΑΤΡΟΣ in exergue, (S.4414, BMC
182-4). All very fine and very scarce in this condition. (5)
$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 65 (lot 1801). The early Ephesos mint issues
of Lysimachus have some of the finest of the artistic representations of
portraiture of Alexander the Great. The issue signed by a monogram and
with the bee symbol is rarely seen in tetradrachms. It has a very similar style
to the best of the fine "K" tetradrachms of Pergamon.
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3550*
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(4.212 grams), struck ΠΘ = year 89 = 171-170 B.C., obv.
bee,in field to left and right ΠΘ MC monograms, rev.
stag standing to right, palm-tree in background to right
ΑΡΑΔΙ[ΩΝ], (cf.S.5989, BMC 148-149 [p.20], P. Kinns
"Drachms of Ephesos" Num. Chron. 1999 No.4.18 [This
Coin, illustrated Pl.11]). Toned, off centred reverse, otherwise
very fine, scarce.
$250

3547*
Ionia, Ephesos, Kingdom of, Lysimachus, (323-281 B.C.),
silver tetradrachm, (17.160 grams), Ephesos mint, style of
that issued c.294-287 B.C., obv. head of Alexander to right,
with diadem and horn of Ammon, within dotted border,
dotted border, rev. Athena enthroned to left, supporting
Nike, to inner left a bee, in exergue a monogram of ΣΓ, to left
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ to right ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, (cf.S.6814, Thompson
166, M.426). Well centred and with a very high relief of finest
style, struck on a full flan with a good eye, nearly extremely
fine and very rare.
$1,500

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, May 2003 and from the Lebanon Hoard 1997
deposited c.165 B.C. described in Num. Chron, 1999 (pp.60-62) (Coin
4.18, illustrated Pl.11).

3551*
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(4.152 grams), struck ΠΘ = year 89 = 171-170 B.C., obv.
bee,in field to left and right ΠΘ MC monograms, rev.
stag standing to right, palm-tree in background to right
ΑΡΑΔΙ[ΩΝ], (cf.S.5989, BMC 148-149 [p.20], P. Kinns
"Drachms of Ephesos" Num. Chron. 1999 No.4.21 [This
Coin, illustrated Pl.11]). Bright, edge flaw, otherwise very
fine, scarce.
$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 69 (lot 1795).

3548*
Ionia, Ephesos, Kingdom of Lysimachus, (323-281 B.C.),
silver drachm, (4.260 grams), Ephesos mint, struck 294-287
B.C., obv. head of Alexander to right with diadem and horn
of Ammon within dotted circle, rev. Athena enthroned to
left supporting Nike, bee between E and Φ below, to right
[Β]ΑΣΙΛΕΩ[Σ], to left ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟ[Υ], (cf.S.6817, SNG Cop.
1147, Thompson 168, M.421). Light toning, off centred
obverse, tight flan, very fine, rare.
$300

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, May 2003 and from the Lebanon Hoard 1997
deposited c.165 B.C. described in Num. Chron, 1999 (pp.60-62) (Coin
4.21, illustrated Pl.11).

3552*
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(4.086 grams), struck q = year 90 = 170-169 B.C., obv. bee,in
field to left and right q RE, rev. stag standing to right, palmtree in background to right ΑΡΑΔΙ[ΩΝ], (cf.S.5989, BMC
151 [p.21], P. Kinns "Drachms of Ephesos" Num. Chron.
1999 No.4.32 [This Coin, illustrated Pl.12]). Bright, off
centred reverse, otherwise nearly extremely fine, scarce.
$300

An interesting issue with the usual abreviation of the mint name and symbol
that appears on the regular coinage of Ephesos of the 4th and 3rd century
B.C.

Arados

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, May 2003 and from the Lebanon Hoard 1997
deposited c.165 B.C. described in Num. Chron, 1999 (pp.60-62) (Coin
4.32, illustrated Pl.12).

3549
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.250 grams), struck ΠΘ = year 89 = 171-170 B.C., obv.
bee,in field to left and right ΠΘ MC monograms, rev.
stag standing to right, palm-tree in background to right
ΑΡΑΔΙ[ΩΝ], (cf.S.5989, BMC 148-149 [p.20], cf.P. Kinns
"Drachms of Ephesos" Num. Chron. 1999 No.4.12-25);
another (3.992 grams), dated 160-159 B.C., (BMC 158).
Last with scratches and hoard horn silver, otherwise fine
or better. (2)
$150

3553*
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.956 grams), struck RE = year 91 = 169-8 B.C., obv. bee,in
field to left and right AP (monogram) RE, rev. stag standing
to right, palm-tree in background to right ΑΡΑΔΙΩΝ, (cf.
S.5989, P. Kinns "Drachms of Ephesos" Num. Chron.
1999 No.4.39 [This Coin, illustrated Pl.12]). Bright, porous
reverse, off centred on the obverse, otherwise extremely
fine, scarce.
$300

Ex Patrick Cooper Collection, with his tickets, he acquired it in November
1975 (first coin).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 68 (lot 1953) and from the Lebanon Hoard 1997
deposited c.165 B.C. described in Num. Chron, 1999 (pp.60-62), previously
from Walter Holt, Sydney.

Lot 3550
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3558
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.532 grams), struck q = year 90 = 170-169 B.C., obv.
bee,in field to left and right q RE, rev. stag standing to right,
palm-tree in background to right ΑΡΑΔΙΩΝ, (cf.S.5989,
BMC 151, cf.P. Kinns "Drachms of Ephesos" Num. Chron.
1999 No.4.29-33); another (3.326 grams), dated 157-156
B.C., (BMC 160); another (3.020 grams) a cast copy of year
160-159 B.C. but IΔ rather than ΔΙ. All with porosity and
corrosion, otherwise very good - fine. (3)
$100

3554*
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.850 grams), struck HY = year 98 = 162-161 B.C., obv.
bee,in field to left and right HY ΠΝΤ monogram, rev.
stag standing to right, palm-tree in background to right
ΑΡΑΔΙΩΝ, (cf.S.5989, BMC 158 [p.21]). Bright, slightly
porous surface, otherwise good very fine, scarce.
$250

3559
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.),
silver drachm, (4.034 grams), Magnesia ad Maeandrum
mint, issued 323-319 B.C., obv. head of Herakles to right
wearing lion skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus seated on
throne to left, eagle in outstretched hand, bee to left in left
field [Α]ΛΕΞΑΝΔ[ΡΟΥ] and spearhead to right, (cf.S.6730,
Price 1936, BMC 1936a-b, M.-, SNG Cop. 953). Fine/good
fine, scarce.
$100

3555*
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(4.108 grams), struck P = year 100 = 160-159 B.C., obv.
bee,in field to left and right P ΔΙ monogram, rev. stag standing
to right, palm-tree in background to right ΑΡΑΔΙΩΝ, (cf.
S.5989, BMC 158 [p.21]). Bright, slightly porous surface, off
centred on the obverse, otherwise extremely fine, scarce.
$300

Literature

Ex CNG Auction Sale 67 September 22, 2004 (lot 908).

3560
British Museum, Department of coins and medals, Catalogue
of the Greek coins of Ionia, by Barclay V. Head and edited
by Reginald S. Poole, London, Forni reprint of 1892 original
in 1964, lvii + 454 pp, 39 plates, foled map and octo.
Extremely fine.
$100
3556*
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(4.088 grams), struck PB = year 102 = 158-157 B.C.,
obv. bee,in field to left and right PB ΑΠΙ monogram, rev.
stag standing to right, palm-tree in background to right
ΑΡΑΔΙΩΝ, (cf.S.5989, BMC 159 [p.21]). Bright, extremely
fine, scarce.
$300

3561
Karweise, Stefan, Die Münzprägung von Ephesos. I,
Die Anfänge : die ältesten Prägungen und der Beginn
der Münzprägung überhaupt, Wien (Vienna) 1995, 207
pp, Plates 9, illustrations octo; Head, Barclay V., On the
chronological sequence of the coins of Ephesos, Chicago,
Obol, 1979, vi+89 pp. plates 5, octo, reprint of original
1880 edition. Very fine and important. (2)
$100

Ex CNG Auction Sale 67 September 22, 2004 (lot 909).

The first volume was originally published as the author's Habilitationsschrift
(Universität Wien, 1992)"Die ältesten Münzen von Ephesos sind
gleichbedeutend mit dem Beginn der Münzprägung überhaupt. Der Autor
untersucht die wirtschaftlichen Voraussetzungen, die metrologischen, die
technischen Grundlagen und widmet sich insbesondere der schwierigen
Frage der Datierung durch eine spezifische Bestimmung der historischen
Koordinaten. Neben einer Darstellung des Aufbaus der Münzprägung in
Ephesos enthält dieser Band auch einen umfangreichen Bestimmungskatalog".
The volume above includes an extensive bibliography (pp. 185-189).

3557*
Phoenicia, Arados, (c.2nd century B.C.), silver drachm,
(4.098 grams), struck [P]Δ = year 104 = 156-155 B.C.,
obv. bee,in field to left and right [Ρ]Δ ΣΙ monogram, rev.
stag standing to right, palm-tree in background to right
ΑΡΑΔΙΩΝ, (cf.S.5989, BMC 162 [p.21]). Toned, off centred
obverse, otherwise nearly extremely fine, scarce.
$280

3562
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum (Deutschland), Sammlung
v.Aulock, Ionien, Volume 6, numbers 1768-2333, Berlin,
1960, plates 55-72, about 20pp. As new bound with hard
covers, original volume.
$150

Ex Walter Holt, Sydney, May 2003.

Important for Ephesos describing and illustrating 115 coins.
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3563
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Denmark, the Royal
Collection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum,
Copenhagen, Ionia, Caria and Lydia, Greek coins, 1982
reprint of the original 7 parts (1946-7), 93pps, 83 plates,
West Milford, New Jersey. As new.
$200
The Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum (SNG Cop), is the largest and most
complete of all the SNG's and the work usually consulted to provide a
reference to a Greek coin. Every coin in the collection is described and
illustrated and in this volume there are 3498 coins.

3567*
Queen Victoria, silver dollar, 1867, (Pr.2; KM.10; Ma.C41).
Bright, nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$850

3564
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Turkey I, The Muharrem
Kayhan Collection, 1076 coins described and illustrated,
Istanbul, 2002. Hard bound and as new.
$150
An important sylloge inclluding extensive listing of Greek minor coins in
copper, includes an important group of Ephesos.

3565
Wartenberg, Ute, joint ed. with Meadows, Andrew, Coin
hoards. Volume IX, Greek hoards, published by Royal
Numismatic Society No.35, and International Numismatic
Commission, London, 2002, ix + 308 pp, 66 plates, quarto.
With dust jacket as new.
$150

3568*
Queen Victoria, silver dollar, 1867, (Pr.2; KM.10; Ma.C.41).
Good very fine and scarce.
$400

Important for the treatment of the Hecatomnus and Pixodarus hoards and
the Ephesos content in both hoards. The later providing a list of magistrates
and their relevant chronology of Ephesian coins by Philip Kinns.

The Rodney Sell Collection
3569*
Queen Victoria, silver dollar, 1867/6, (cf.Pr.2; KM.10;
Ma.C41). Toned, light surface marks on obverse, good
extremely fine and rare.
$1,200

Hong Kong Coins

3566*
Queen Victoria, silver dollar, 1866, (Pr.1; KM.10; Ma.C41).
Grey tone, obverse surface marks, nearly extremely fine/good
extremely fine and scarce in this condition.
$1,900

3570*
Queen Victoria, silver dollar, 1868, (Pr.3; KM.10; Ma.C41).
Light grey toning, nearly uncirculated and rare.
$1,000

Ex Noble Numismatics sale 49 (lot 1090).
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3576*
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1891, (Pr.7; KM.9.1;
Ma.C34). Good extremely fine.
$150

3571*
Queen Victoria, silver half dollar, 1866, (Pr.4; KM.8;
Ma.C33). Toned, mirror like fields, nearly uncirculated.
$1,500

3577*
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1891H, (Pr.8; KM.9.2;
Ma.C34). Light toning, nearly uncirculated.
$270
3578
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1891H, (Pr.8; KM.9.2;
Ma.C34). Toned, very fine.
$50

3572*
Queen Victoria, silver half dollar, 1866, (Pr.4; KM.8;
Ma.C33). Very fine.
$450

3573*
Queen Victoria, silver half dollar, 1867, (Pr.5; KM.8;
Ma.C33). Fine and rare.
$450

3579*
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1892, (Pr.9; KM.9.1;
Ma.C34). Some old staining on obverse, otherwise nearly
uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$300
3580
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1892H, (Pr.10; KM.9.2;
Ma.C34). Very fine.
$100

3574*
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1890, (Pr.6; KM.9.1;
Ma.C34). Mottley tone, light scratches, good extremely
fine.
$400
3581*
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1893, large inner circle,
(Pr.11; KM.9.1; Ma.C34). Toned, good extremely fine.
$150

3575
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1890, (Pr.6; KM.9.1;
Ma.C34). Reverse scratches, good very fine.
$100

3582
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1893, small inner circle,
(Pr.11; KM.9.1; Ma.C34). Extremely fine.
$80
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3590
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1874H, (Pr.23; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Extremely fine.
$80
3591
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1875H, 1876H, 1877H,
thick H, 1882H, 1883, 1883H, (Pr.24,25,26,30,31,32A;
KM.7; Ma.C28). Nearly very fine - extremely fine. (6)
$160

3583*
Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1894, (Pr.12; KM.9.1;
Ma.C34). Toned, subdued mint bloom, edge nick on obverse,
good extremely fine.
$150

3592
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1877H, thin H, further
from neck (Pr.26; KM.7; Ma.C28). Toned, extremely fine.
$70

3593*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1879, (Pr.27; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Good very fine and rare.
$500

3584*
Edward VII, silver fifty cents, 1902, (Pr.13; KM.15; Ma.C35).
Considerable mint bloom, nearly uncirculated.
$100
3585
Edward VII, silver fifty cents, 1904, (Pr.14; KM.15; Ma.C35).
Good extremely fine.
$60
3586
Edward VII, silver fifty cents, 1905, (Pr.15; KM.15; Ma.C35).
Considerable mint bloom, nearly uncirculated.
$80

3594*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1880H, (Pr.28; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Attractively toned, full mint bloom and rare in
this condition.
$600
3595
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1880H, (Pr.28; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Cleaned, very fine.
$80

3587*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1866, (Pr.17; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Bright, good extremely fine.
$120
3588
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1867, 1868, 1872H,
1872/62H, 1873, 1873H, (Pr.18,19,20,cf.20,21,22; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Fine - extremely fine. (6)
$150

3596*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1881, (Pr.29; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Toned, nearly extremely fine and very rare in this
condition.
$1,750
Ex. Noble Numismatics sale 49 (lot 1081).

3597
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1884, 1889, 1889H
small H, 1889H large H, 1891, 1891H, (Pr.33,38,39,42,43:
KM.7; Ma.C28). Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (6)
$180

3589*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1873H, (Pr.22; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Subdued toning, nearly uncirculated.
$240
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3605
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1892, 1892H, 1893(2),
1894, 1895, (Pr.44-48; KM.7; Ma.C28). Good fine - good
extremely fine. (6)
$80
3606
Queen Victoria - Edward VII, silver twenty cents, 1896,
1898, 1904, (Pr.49,50,51; KM.7,14: Ma.C28,29). Nearly
extremely fine - good extremely fine. (3)
$80

3598*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1885, (Pr.34; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Light tone, uncirculated.
$200

3599*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1886, (Pr.35; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Toned, uncirculated.
$200

3607*
Edward VII, silver twenty cents, 1902, (Pr.51; KM.14;
Ma.C29). Lightly toned, nearly uncirculated.
$120

3600*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1887 (Pr.36; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Lightly toned, uncirculated.
$200

3608*
Edward VII, silver twenty cents, 1905, (Pr.53; KM.14;
Ma.C29). Very fine and rare.
$750
3609
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1863, (Pr.54; KM.6.1;
Ma.C18). Good extremely fine.
$100

3601*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, proof-like, 1888, last
8 further apart and raised, (Pr.37; KM.7; Ma.C28). Lightly
toned, nearly FDC.
$300
3610*
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1863, (Pr.54; KM.6.1;
Ma.C18). Light tone, good extremely fine.
$100

3602
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1888, (Pr.37; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Good extremely fine.
$70
3603
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1890, (Pr.40; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Extremely fine.
$60

3611*
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1864, (Pr.55; KM.6.1;
Ma.C18). Extremely fine and rare.
$1,000
3612
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1865, the first with double
struck date, (Pr.56; KM.6.1; Ma.C18). Extremely fine; good
extremely fine. (2)
$90

3604*
Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1890H, (Pr.41; KM.7;
Ma.C28). Light tone, uncirculated.
$150
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3613
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1866, Royal Mint, 10 pearls;
Hong Kong mint, 11 pearls, double struck (2), one with die
cracks, (Pr.57,58; KM.6.2; Ma.C18). Extremely fine - good
extremely fine. (3)
$120

3623*
Edward VII, silver ten cents, 1905, (Pr.102; KM.13;
Ma.C19). Lightly toned, uncirculated and very rare.
$1,600

3614
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1866, Hong Kong mint,
11 pearls, reverse die rotated 135 degrees, (Pr.58; KM.6.2;
Ma.C18). Very fine.
$40

3624
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1866, 1867(2) round
and flat 7's, one with die cracks, the other weakly struck
(Pr.113,114; KM.5; Ma.C8). Nearly uncirculated. (3)
$210

3615
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1867(2), one from repaired
die; 1868(2), one with reverse die rotation of 135 degrees,
the other with obverse die cracks; 1872H, large H near bust;
1873H, flat top 3, (Pr.59,60,62,64; KM.6.3; Ma.C18). Very
fine - nearly uncirculated. (6)
$220

3625
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1868, Hong Kong mint,
cracked die with mirror imprint above head; 1872/186-H,
Roman I; 1873, weakly struck, round topped 3, (Pr.115-117;
KM.5; Ma.C8). Nearly very fine - nearly uncirculated. (3)
$110

3616*
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1872H, (Pr.62; KM.6.3;
Ma.C18). Blue grey tone, uncirculated.
$400

3626*
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1873/63H, flat top 3,
(Pr.118 var; KM.5; Ma.C8). Nearly uncirculated.
$100

3617
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1873, round top 3;
1874H(2), one with H on bust, the other with H touching
rim beads; 1875H, 1876H(2), one with a die variety (H of
Hong Kong repaired), (Pr.63,65,66,67; KM.6.3; Ma.C18).
Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (6)
$280

3627
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1874H; 1875H(2), near
H, weakly struck obverse and far H; 1876H, weakly struck
obverse, (Pr.119-121; KM.5; Ma.C8). Very fine - nearly
uncirculated. (4)
$200

3618
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1877H, 1879, 1880H, 1881,
1882H, 1883, (Pr.68-73; KM.6.3; Ma.C18). Good very fine
- good extremely fine. (6)
$230

3628
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1877H, 1879, 1880H,
1881/71, (Pr.122-125; KM.5; Ma.C8). Nearly very fine
- uncirculated. (4)
$240

3619
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1883H, 1884, 1885,
1886(2), 1887(2) near and far 7's, (Pr.74-78; KM.6.3;
Ma.C18). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (7)
$220

3629
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1882H, 1883 cracked flan;
1883H, 1884, 1885 type 2, (Pr. 126-131; KM.5; Ma.C8).
Good extremely fine - uncirculated. (6)
$180

3620
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1888, 1889, 1889 H (2,
large and small H), 1890, 1890 H (large and small H),
1891, 1891H, 1892, 1892H, 1893, 1894,(Pr.79-89; KM.6.3;
Ma.C18). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (13)
$270

3630
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1889H
small H, 1890, 1890H(2) small and large H, (Pr.132-136;
KM.5; Ma.C8). Mostly uncirculated. (7)
$130

3621
Queen Victoria, silver ten cents, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1897H
(weak obverse strike), 1898, 1899, (Pr.90-95; KM.6.3;
Ma.C18). Good extremely fine - uncirculated. (6)
$140

3631
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1890H small H, 1891(2) one
with flaw in T, 1891H weakly struck, 1892(2), (Pr.137-140;
KM.5; Ma.C8). Good extremely fine - uncirculated. (6)
$180

3622
Queen Victoria - George V, ten cents, 1900, 1900H, 1901,
1902, 1903, 1904(2), 1935, 1936 (Pr.96-101,103,104;
KM.6.3, KM.13,19; Ma.C18-20). Mostly uncirculated. (9)
$140

3632
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1892H, 1893, 1894, 1895,
1897, 1898, (Pr.141-145; KM.5; Ma.C8). Some attractively
toned, nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (6)
$100
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3641
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1876 repaired die; 1877,
type II, lock of hair on neck; 1879, type II, 3 pearls; 1879, type
III, 5 pearls in centre of crown; 1881, (Pr.169,171,172,174;
KM.4.1, KM4.2, KM4.3; Ma.C3 type II and type III). Very
fine - extremely fine, some with mint red. (5)
$180

3633
Queen Victoria, silver five cents, 1899, 1900, 1900H, 1901,
(Pr.147-150; KM.5; Ma.C8). Uncirculated. (4)
$60
3634
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, five cents, 1903(2), 1904,
1905, 1905H, 1932, 1933, 1935, 1964H, (Pr.151157; KM.12,18,18a; Ma.C9,10,11,16). Mostly choice
uncirculated, the last nearly extremely fine and scarce. (9)
$200

3642
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1877, type I, 14 pearls in
left arch of crown, reverse rotated, (Pr.171; KM.4.2; Ma.C3
type I). Mostly red, nearly uncirculated.
$50

3635*
George VI, cupro-nickel five cents, 1941KN, (Pr.162; KM.22;
Ma.C14). Uncirculated and rare.
$500
3643*
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1880, (Pr.173; KM.4.3;
Ma.C3 type III). Chocolate tone, with some mint red, nearly
uncirculated.
$120

3636*
George VI, cupro-nickel five cents, 1941H, (Pr.162A,
KM.22). Extremely fine and rare.
$1,000

3644*
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1899, (Pr.175; KM.4.3;
Ma.C3 type III). Full mint red, uncirculated.
$250

3637*
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1863, (Pr.165; KM.4.1;
Ma.C3 type I). Red and brown, nearly uncirculated.
$100

3645*
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1900H, (Pr.176; KM.4.3;
Ma.C3 type III). Nearly full mint red, uncirculated.
$120

3638*
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1865, (Pr.166; KM.4.1;
Ma.C3 type I). Brown and red tone, nearly uncirculated.
$100

3646
Queen Victoria - Edward VII, bronze one cent, 1901, 1901H,
1902, 1903, 1904H(2); 1905, 1905H (Pr.177-183; KM.4.3,
KM.11; Ma.C3 type III, Ma.C4). Mostly mint red, extremely
fine - uncirculated. (8)
$320

3639
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1866, (Pr.167; KM.4.1;
Ma.C3 type I). Red and brown, good extremely fine.
$70

3647
George V, bronze one cent, 1919H, 1923-1926, 1933,
1934, (Pr.184-191; KM.16, 17; Ma.C5,6). Mostly full red,
uncirculated. (7)
$240

3640
Queen Victoria, bronze one cent, 1875, (Pr.168; KM.4.1;
Ma.C3 type I). Brown and red tone, nearly uncirculated
and scarce.
$120
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3654
Queen Victoria, bronze one mil, 1865, without hyphen, (Pr.196;
KM.2; Ma.C1). Nearly full mint red, uncirculated.
$120

3648*
George VI, bronze one cent, 1941, (Pr.192; KM.24; Ma.C7).
Red and brown uncirculated, very rare.
$8,000

3655*
Queen Victoria, bronze one mil, 1866, (Pr.197; KM.3;
Ma.C2). Brown and red, uncirculated.
$120
3656
Queen Victoria, bronze one mil, 1866, (Pr.197; KM.3;
Ma.C2). Brown, nearly uncirculated.
$80

3649*
Queen Victoria, bronze one mil, 1863, Royal Mint (Pr.193;
KM.1; Ma.C1). Nearly full mint red, uncirculated.
$120

3657
Queen Victoria - George V, contempary copies in various
metals: one mil, 1864; ten cents, 1935; twenty cents, 1879,
1894, 1894. Some in inferior metals to the originals, the last
two cast, fair - uncirculated. (5)
$30
3658
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 1988, 1993, 1997; mint sets, 1988,
1993. FDC; uncirculated. (5)
$100

3650*
Queen Victoria, bronze one mil, 1863 (Heaton mint), large
plug, reverse rotated 180 degrees, (Pr.193; KM.1; Ma.C1).
Red and brown tone, uncirculated.
$120

3659*
A series of medallions commemorating the Chinese junk
"Keying": white metal (45mm) by T. Halliday(5); white
metal (45mm) by Messrs Allen & Moore; bronze (45mm)
by T. Halliday; white metal (26mm) by Messrs Allen &
Moore; white metal (26mm) by T. Halliday; bronze (24mm)
by T. Halliday; also: China/Hong Kong, Jonas Brook and
Bros, Huddersfield (legend in Chinese), cordwainer "Goats
Head" tokens (2), silvered and cupro-nickel (15.5mm), Hirst
Company of Hong Kong in Chinese around (see Pridmore
S.N.C. June 1954) thin and thick lettering types. (BHM.2315
,2316,2317,2318,2320,cf.2321,2322,2323,2324). Generally
extremely fine or better. (12)
$400

According to Pridmore there were twenty million 1863 one mil coins
produced. Nineteen million at the Royal Mint and one million at the Heaton
Mint. He states there is no difference in the coins. There are however two
varieties of the 1863 one mil. One variety has seriphs on the letters and the
other does not. They seem to appear in an even number, so one can assume
there were two master dies.

3651
Queen Victoria, bronze one mil, 1863 (Heaton mint), normal
plug, crown weakly struck, (Pr.193; KM.1; Ma.C1). Red and
brown tone, good extremely fine.
$50
See notes on the previous lot.

The "Keying" was the first junk that ever rounded the Cape of Good Hope or
appeared in British waters. Her dimensions were length 160ft, depth of hold
12ft, burden 800 tons Chinese measurement, rudder 7-1/2 tons, mainsail 9
tons, mainmast 85ft long from deck. The ship was built of teak wood. She
sailed from Hong Kong 6th December 1846, arrived in England 27th March
1848. 477 days from Canton. "Captain Kellett", Commander.

3652*
Queen Victoria, bronze one mil, 1864, (Pr.194; KM.1;
Ma.C1). Red and brown toning, good extremely fine and
very rare.
$3,500

3653*
Queen Victoria, bronze one mil, 1865, without hyphen,
(Pr.196; KM.2; Ma.C1). Near full mint red, uncirculated.
$120
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